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ABSTRACT
A generalized three parameter virial equation of state has been 
developed and tested for seven pure gases having different molecular 
characteristics. The equation has also been tested for more than 
thirteen binary gas mixtures using three different mixture rules. The 
final equation is as follows:
„ , . B(T) . C(T) . D(T) . E(T) . VF(T) . VG(T)
T ~ ~  •bvV V V V e e
The expressions for E(T), F(T), and G(T) along the critical isotherm 
were derived in terms of critical properties and two constants, a and 
b which appear in the sixth and seventh terms in the above equation 
from the conditions that the first and second derivatives of pressure 
with respect to volume are zero at the critical point. The two unre­
solved parameters, i.e. a and b, were established from the experimental 
P-V-T data along the critical isotherms of pure gases, i.e. nitrogen, 
carbon dioxide, propane, carbon monoxide etc. A direct minimum 
seeking method which operates on an error function constructed below,
?  <Zi,obs ' Zi,cal.)
E -i=i---------- 5---------r zn
was used. By minimizing the function, the best value of the parameters, 
i.e. a and b, was obtained. The second, third, and fourth virial co­
efficients were calculated from the Gyorog and Obert Tables (37), 
using the Lennard-Jones force constants obtained from the critical
properties by means of generalized relationships.
The calculated compressibility factors for all of the systems 
were compared with the Gyorog-Obert, Redlich-Kwong, and Generalized 
BWR equations. The absolute average and maximum deviations from the 
experimental values were computed for all the systems considered in 
this work.
Expressions for the fugacity of components in gaseous 
mixtures were derived for the Joffe-Zudkevitch mixture rule. The 
fugacities of components in1gas mixtures and the enthalpy 
departures from ideal gas values were calculated for three binary gas 
mixtures using the Joffe-Zudkevitch and the Pitzer-Hultgren mixture 
rules.
The equation presented in this work gave excellent results when 
compared to the standard Redlich-Kwong, the generalized BWR, and the 
Gyorog-Obert equations of state, The equation developed in this work 
gave less than 1.5 percent average deviation for compressibility factors 
of pure gases and below 3 percent for compressibility factors of 
binary mixtures up to 1.8 times the critical density. The results for 
other thermodynamic properties are also superior to those obtained with 
the Redlich-Kwong and Gyorog-Obert equations.
It is noteworthy that the range of applicability in the gaseous
iv
region of the three-parameter generalized virial equation developed 
in this study is the same as that of the eight constant Benedict-Webb- 
Rubin equation, i.e. up to 1.8 times the critical density.
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Dependable prediction of thermodynamic properties such as 
pressure-volume-temperature behavior of gases as well as of gas 
mixtures is essential in chemical engineering process design calcu­
lations. The relationship between pressure, volume, and temperature 
can be expressed by an equation of state. Thus, the equation
PV = RT (1)
which is based upon the assumptions of ideal gaseous conditions, does 
not apply to real gases and gas mixtures. However, it is convenient 
to express the observed relationship by the introduction of a com­
pressibility factor which may be defined in the following way:
Z = PV/RT (2)
Recently, several papers have appeared in the literature des­
cribing more than one hundred equations of state based on different 
techniques. An excellent survey of most of the suggested equations 
up to 1963 is available (1,2). A summary of some important equations 
of state is also available (3). Several charts (4,5) and tables 
(6,7) are also available based upon the Law of Corresponding 
States which has been discussed many times (8,9).
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There are two approaches to the development of a satisfactory 
equation of state. The first approach is to start with either a 
kinetic theory or statistical mechanics involving intermolecular 
forces. The second is more or less empirical in a sense that the 
experimental data are fitted to an equation involving constants and 
using suitable mathematical techniques for evaluating these constants. 
Hie former approach was followed by van der Waals (10), Lennard-Jones 
and Devonshire (11), Flory et al (12), and Hirschfelder et al (13); 
whereas the latter reflects the work of Clausius (14), Berthelot (15), 
Dieterici (16), Wohl (17), Keyes (18), Beattie and Bridgeman (19),
Keyes et al (20), Benedict et al (21), Joffe (22), Redlich and 
Kwong (23), Martin and Hou (24), Pings and Sage (25), Hirschfelder 
et al (26), Strobridge (27), Epstein (28), Costolnick and Thodos (29), 
McCarthy and Stewart (30), Goodwin (31), and many others (32, 33).
In 1901, Kamerlingh Onnes (34), suggested an open ended virial 
equation of state for the compressibility factor in terms of an inverse 
power of volume. Using classical statistical mechanics, Hirschfelder, 
Bird, and Spotz (35), derived and presented in the tabular forms the 
second and third virial coefficients for non-polar and spherical 
molecules as functions of the reduced quantity T* which in turn is 
related to temperature by the definition of the Lennard-Jones force 
constant e./k. With the help of Hirschfelder, Bird, and Spotz tables 
for the second and third virial coefficients, Joffe and Patel (36) 
showed that the Epstein's equation (28) yields better results if the
3
force constants are calculated from the critical constants. They also 
compared their results with the truncated virial equation involving 
terms up to the third virial coefficient. Gyorog and Obert (37) 
calculated generalized second, third, and fourth virial coefficients as 
functions of temperature for non-polar molecules. In the present work, 
a three-parameter generalized virial equation of state is developed 
for non-polar gases as well as for gas mixtures, which is based upon 
information at the critical point and can be applied well beyond the 
critical density. The equation developed in this work utilizes the 
Gyorog and Obert tables for the estimation of the second, third and 
fourth virial coefficients. The predicted values of compressibility 
factor and other thermodynamic properties are compared with the 
experimental values using different mixture rules.
4
SCOPE AND PURPOSE
The literature available on the subject "Equations of State" 
is enormous. However, none of the presently available equations of 
state can predict thermodynamic properties over a wide range of density, 
i.e. beyond critical density, without the aid of experimental data.
The virial equation offers advantages over other equations because of 
its ability to predict thermodynamic properties from simple 
mathematical relationships.
Gyorog and Obert tables (37) for virial coefficients are not 
adequate enough to produce satisfactory results in the high density 
region and also near the critical point. It is desirable to extend the 
virial equation beyond four terms to make it work up to one-and-a-half 
or two times the critical density. In the present investigation, the 
virial equation of Gyorog and Obert is extended beyond the fourth term 
using thermodynamically established relations. Thermodynamic properties 
for pure gases and gas mixtures are calculated by the proposed method 
using critical and pseudocritical constants only. Results are compared 
with those obtained by using the standard Redlich and Kwong equation, 
the Gyorog and Obert equation, and the generalized Benedict, Webb, and 
Rubin equation as developed by Edmister et al (38). Three different 
mixture rules are used to estimate pseudocritical properties and the 
Lennard-Jones force constants from the pseudocritical constants.
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BACKGROUND
The virial equation of state originally suggested by Onnes can be 
expressed in terms of power series:
With the above virial equation experimental data can be fitted over a 
wide range of temperature and pressure. The terms B (T), C(T), D(T), 
E(T), etc. are known as the second, third, fourth, fifth virial co­
efficients and are assumed to be functions of temperature only. The 
contribution of the virial coefficients to the compressibility factor 
is due to the deviation from ideality in terms of attractive and 
repulsive forces between the molecules during their collisions. The 
original virial equation was suggested only to fit the experimental 
data. Later on, it was proved that the equation is theoretically 
correct. From statistical mechanics, it has been shown that the 
virial coefficients can be derived in terms of intermolecular potential 
functions. This is well treated by various authors (39).
From classical mechanics, it is clear that the second virial 
coefficient, B(T), of a gas composed of non-polar molecules possess­
ing spherical symmetry is given by
PV/RT = Z = 1 + B(T)/V + C(T)/V2 + D(T)/V3 + ... (3)
(4-a)
6
where N is Avogadro's number,)^ (r) is the mutual potential energy of 
a pair of molecules of separation r, and k is the Boltzmann constant 
The expression for^(r) which has received considerable attention is 
the well known Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential;
where €. is the depth of the potential well and <f is the separation of 
a pair of molecules when (r) is zero. From the above mentioned 
potential function second, third, and fourth virial coefficients can 
be calculated in terms of reduced quantities B*(T*), C*(T*), and 
D*(T*) (39), using the relationships:
^  (r) = ^[(fi’/r)12 - (<*Vr)6 (5)
B(T) = boB*(T*) 
C(T) = b2C*(T*) 




and T* = kT/e (10)
where 6" and €./k are called the Lennard-Jones force constants.
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Thus, substituting Equations (5), (6), and (10) into Equation 
(4-a) leads to the form:
When the exponential term in Equation (4-b) is expanded in an infinite 
series, the analytical integration leads to the expression:
Similarly, the expression for the third virial coefficients 
can be derived from the partition function method and Kihara's 
expansion for the third virial coefficient (40). The detailed 
derivation is given in Reference (39). The final result for the 
Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential is
coefficient, and are products of complex gamma functions and double
B*(T*) = -4/T* (-12/r* ) + (6/r* dr* (4-b)
B*(T*) = b^^T*"^^ +1)14 (4-c)





where c^^ are the expansion coefficients for the third virial
integrals. The expansion coefficients b ^ ^  and c ^ ^  are given by
Hirschfelder et al (39).
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Expressions for fourth and higher virial coefficients become 
more complicated because they involve four-body and higher 
interactions. For example, the expression for the fourth virial co­
efficient is given by:
V
= 8V"liIir£3f12f23f34f14 + f 12f13f 14f23f34 + f12f 13f14f23f24f3^
dRjdRgdlljdl^ (4-f)
where f ^  = exp ̂ -^(r.^/kTj- 1 (4-g)
and dR^ are three-dimensional differentials. A numerical method has
been suggested by Barker et al (41) for computing the fourth virial 
coefficient i.e. Equation (4-f). They also extended the same method 
to evaluating the fifth virial coefficient (42).
The force constant £./k, and the kinetic constant b , have beeno
established for some gases and listed by Hirschfelder et al (39).
The functions B*(T*) and C*(T*) are also given in tabular form by 
Hirschfelder et al (39). Gyorog and Obert (37) have also calculated 
the function B*(T*), C*(T*), and D*(T*) from experimental data on 
argon, nitrogen, methane, xenon, and carbon monoxide. Thus, the 
closed form of the Gyorog and Obert equation can be written as (37):
z . i + M i !  + oil! + £ £ !  (U)
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In their publication, Gyorog and Obert have also calculated the first 
and second derivatives of the virial coefficients in the form of 
reduced quantities.
The equation of state suggested by Redlich and Kwong (23) can be 
written explicit in pressure as:
Although Equation (12) is simple; in form and strongly supported by a 
number of workers, it breaks down at high density and also near the 
critical point. The Redlich and Kwong equation is so far the most 
accurate of the two-parameter equations of state. Later on, a third 
parameter was introduced to correct it at the critical point (43).
The equation of state proposed by Benedict et al (21) involving 
eight constants can be written as:
P (V - b ) r
RT (12)
T V (V +  b ) r
where a = 0.4278 R2T 2,5/Pr c i (12-a)c
and b = 0.0867 RT /P (12-b)r c c
P = RTd + (B RT-A -C /T2)d2 + (b RT-A )d3 o o o ' w w
+  a ctd6 + c d3/T2 (l + T  d2)exp(-7 d2) w w  w w r w (13)
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where A ,B ,C ,a ,b ,c ,ot , and"V are empirical constants and can be o o o w w ’ w w w r
derived from experimental data. Recently, the BWR equation, i.e. 
Equation (13), has been reduced to generalized form by Edmister et al 
(38). The BWR constants are expressed in terms of critical properties, 
i.e. T^P^, and the acentric factor,Gj . The empirical relationships 
of BWR constants are (38).
2
Ao Pc
—p —  jo.343258 - 0.12752<j- 0. 509131cd2J  (13-a)
RTc r  2]Bq = 0.113747 + 0.127349tu - 0.243280b I (13-b)
jo.098224 + 0.401236co - 0 .0397267<Sj2J  ( 13- c )
Jo.0235866 + 0.290284cJ - 0.295413<m2J  (13-d)
Jo.0275404 + 0.131009OJ - 0.134924a)2J  (13-e)
R2T 4
Co = ^ -c
3 3R Tc
aw = p 2 
c
2 2 R T
r3t 5
c
2 2 R T
c
3 3R T _ c
a w  p 3
c
J o .035694 + 0 . 185297w - 0.230125«*j (1 3 - f )
J o .052058 - 0.09064a> + 0 .10506co2J  (13-g )
J o .0000875 /  awJ  (13-h)
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The generalized BWR equation can also be applied to multi- 
component gas mixtures using the mixture rules suggested by Benedict 
et al (48). These mixture rules for all eight BWR constants are:
Aom )l (14-a)■ p W / 2 >J 
■ p A l ]B =| 4y.B . I (14-b)om I i^i oi I
°™ ■[? <yicoi1/2>]2 ‘14-«om
awm = [ ?  (yi awil /3 >]3 <l4"»
bwm - ( ?  <yib„ i 1 / 3 )]3 <1 4 - e >
- = P < v » i 1/3] 3 (14- £)
7  = P ^ „ i 1/2] 2 <14-s>
cl = 1 4 - ( y * , 1/3)l3 d4-h), / T1 U  W1 'I
Another equation of state suggested by Martin and Hou (24) can 
be written explicit in pressure as :
5
P = ^  f^CV-b)1 (15)
where f^ is temperature dependent:
f. = A. + B.T + C.e^K 'T/,Tc^ (15-a)1 1 1 1
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The constants A^, B^, and can be evaluated from critical properties 
and a vapor-pressure datum point. Later on Equation (15) was modified 
to extend it up to 1.6 times the critical density (45).
Thermodynamic Properties: The deviations of thermodynamic properties
such as internal energy, enthalpy, entropy, and free energy of a system 
from ideal gaseous values may be written as:
00
U - u* = -fjTf^r) - P| dV (16)
- ■]
- /v [ < |f ) v - - }
- / v [ ( i ) v - t )
CO
H - H* = PV-RT - PldV (17)
00
S - S* = Rln(PV/RT) - £|dV (18)
G - G* = (H - H*) - T(S - S*) (19)
Expressions for the deviations of the above properties can be derived 
in terms of the equations of state such as the virial equation or the 
Redlich and Kwong equation.
Application to Pure Gases:
From the foregoing description, it is clear that knowing the 
force constants, e/k and bQ , the second, third,and fourth virial 
coefficients can be evaluated and subsequently, using Equation (11), 
the compressibility factor may be calculated. The force constants, 
e/k and bQ , for some gases are available in the literature. For most 
of the hydrocarbons and fluorocarbons, the constants are not yet
13
established. Hence, it is desirable to use the force constants which 
can be predicted from the critical constants. It has already been 
shown that these constants can be obtained from the critical 
properties of gases and results have indicated that the estimation is 
sufficiently accurate (46,47). These relationships between the force 
constants and the critical constants are purely empirical and derived 
by taking average values with the help of the law of corresponding 
states. The relationships given by Nelson and Obert (46) are:
e/k = 0.756 Tc (20)
T
and b = 17 —  (21)o P 'c
where Tc is the critical temperature in degrees Kelvin and Pc is the 
critical pressure in atmospheres. The relationship in Equation (20) 
is based on nitrogen data. Hirschfelder (39) proposed a similar type 
of relationship except that different numerical constants appear in 
Equation (20) and (21). Since it has been shown that the relationships 
given by Nelson and Obert (46) yield better results for pure gases 
(47), they are used throughout the present work.
Using the force constants predicted from the critical data,
T* can be calculated and subsequently the second, third, and fourth 
virial coefficients can be estimated from Gyorog and Obert tables. 
Finally, the compressibility factor can be calculated using Equation
(11) or a similar type of equation.
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Application to Gas Mixtures:
For gas mixtures, the deviations in behavior from that of 
ideal gas mixtures may be caused either because of the fact that 
pure component behavior may be non-ideal or the interaction between 
components may be contributing to non-ideality largely due to the 
collision of unlike molecules. There are at least three different 
ways of estimating thermodynamic properties of gas mixtures:
(1) By assuming that the mixture has the same properties as a 
fictitious- pure component. The constants of this imaginary component 
are usually called pseudo constants of the gas mixture. There are 
various combination rules available to estimate these pseudo constants 
using the pure component constants.
(2) Some of the equations of state for pure fluids can be converted 
to equations of state for mixtures utilizing some technique of com­
bining the equations-of-state constants of pure compnents. For 
example, Benedict et al (48) suggested mixture rules for their equation 
of state, i.e. Equations (14-a) thru (14-h). The eight B-W-R 
constants for the mixture can be evaluated using these mixture rules 
from pure component constants. In the case of the virial equation, 
this type of rule can be applied if interactions of unlike 
molecules, i.e. cross-coefficients, are taken into account.
Many mixture correlations of this type are available and discussed 
thoroughly elsewhere. (3).
(3) The partial quantities can be evaluated and then the mixture 
properties can be obtained by a molefractional summation procedure.
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This is not a common approach. Usually the first two methods are used,
because they are more feasible than the partial properties approach.
Mixture Rules:
Several mixture rules are available for calculating mixture 
properties. In the case of the virial equation, the mixture properties 
can be evaluated using individual virial terms for the mixture. The 
virial coefficients for a mixture can be obtained from the following 
equations:
n n
B = 7" TZ y-y.B.. (22)
m j-i 1 j
cm = E  E  E  yiyj7kcljk (23)
r=1 j=l k=l J J
where B , C , etc. are virial coefficients for a mixture. The m m
equations contain cross-coefficients terms B^ , etc. The cross­
coefficient terms are due to the difference in size and properties 
of different molecules. If the equation contains more terms of the -  ̂
kind, then the evaluation of cross-coefficients becomes very difficult 
and is usually restricted up to only the third virial coefficient.
Based upon the second virial coefficient and the Redlich-Kwong 
constants, Joffe and Zudkevitch (49) suggested a new method for esti­
mating pseudocritical constants which is given by the equations:
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T 2,5 n n T .,2 *5
p^ -  - E  E  (24)
cm 1=1 j=l cij
T n n T . .
5 ®  - E  E  (25)
cm i=l j=l cij
Where T anc* ^ci2 are interact:*-on parameters. Equations (24) and
(25) can be solved simultaneously for T and P for a given mixturecm cm
by using the interaction coefficients given by Joffe and Zudkevitch
(49). Other than these rules, there are several rules available for 
the Lennard-Jones force constants which can be used to estimate virial 
coefficients for mixtures. These mixture rules have been discussed 
several times (3), (39). For example, the interaction parameter of 
the second virial coefficient, i.e. , for a mixture can be expressed 
as:
Bi j ' £< V “ ij/k) (26)
where d\ . and &. ,/k are interaction parameters for the Lennard-Jones 
ij iJ
force constants. These interaction parameters for non-polar mole­
cules can be estimated from the expressions (39):
S. . = (<T. + < 0 / 2  (27)ij i J
and
^ ij/k = ( ^ e  )1/2/k (28)
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Pseudocritical Mixture Rules:
The pseudocritical constants for a mixture of n components 
which were defined by Kay (50) are given by:
n
T = y~ y.T . (29)cm , l cii=l
n
P = T “ y.P . (30)cm f—.; l cii=l
For binary mixtures, Tang (51) showed that the simple molefractional 
summation was a fair approximation for critical temperature but the 
pseudocritical pressure deviated widely from linearity. Case and 
Weber (52) also found large deviations from Kay's rules.
A different kind of approach for estimating pseudocritical 
constants was adopted by Pitzer and Hultgren (53) which is based upon 
the three parameter, acentric factor corresponding states theory for 
binary gas mixtures, extended to multicomponent mixtures by Joffe and 
Zudkevitch (49):
n n
T = n  II y.y.T. . (31)cm £zi i J ij
n n
p = H  H  y-y-p- • (32)cra £ i  £ i   ̂ J U
n n
iD = T~ TL y.y.w.. (33)cm ^  ij
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where w is the acentric factor suggested by Pitzer(44) •
The pseudocritical mixture rules derived by Joffe (54) from the 
van der Waals equation of state are:
p “ i n  y.(T ./P . ) / Y  y. (T ./P .)cm I 1 ci ci . i i ci cii=l i=l
cm (T ,/P .) 1 ci ci
(34)
(35)
Joffe showed that the method of combining the equation of state 
constants is entirely consistent with the definition of a pseudocritical 
point. As a final result, Joffe suggested the following relationships 
for estimating pseudocritical constants of a gas mixture:
’“ r -  t  y i W ci/pCi'5) (36)
P i = lcm
^  - k t E  y.y.fa ./p -)1/3 + (t../p .)1/31 3 (37)8 ^  J i J j |  Cl C1; Cl Cl JP cm
The second equation is based on the Lorentz combination rule for
van der Waal's constant b . For five different gas mixtures, Joffe'sv
mixture rules yielded more accurate results than Kay's rules.
In the case of the three-parameter generalized equation developed
in this study there is need for a combination rule for either VJ cm
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or Zcm, which then serves as the third parameter. The following rules 
have been suggested by Prausnitz (55).
n
V = £ y . V  , (37-a)cm *7- i ci
n
Z = Y~y.Z . (37-b)cm *r- i ci x
In their original publication, Redlich and Kwong (23) 
suggested the following mixture rules for the constants appearing in 
their equations:
1 = IZ 5Z y-y-a ..
r i=l j-1 1 3 rlJ
n n
5 = Y~ Y~ y.y.b..r f— , J iJ 3 riji=l j=l J
T “ , , ^ . (39)
where interaction constants a .. and b .. can be estimated by:rij rij
a . . = (a .a ,)1/2 (40)rij n  rj7
b . . = 4  (b , + b .) (41)rij 2 ri rj
There are several other combinations rules available for gas 
mixtures (56). In this investigation, mixture rules suggested by 
Pitzer, Joffe and Zudkevitch, and Joffe are used and results are 
compared for thermodynamic properties of several gas mixtures.
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DEVELOPMENT
The virial equation of state can be written for the compress­
ibility factor in terms of a power series:
where B(T), D(T), E(T), etc. are referred to as virial coefficients 
and are known to be functions of temperature only. When the truncated 
Equation (11) is applied to gases near the critical temperature, using 
the Gyorog and Obert table, it provides good results only up to the 
critical density. Thus, it is necessary to extend Equation (11) 
beyond the fourth virial coefficient in order to yield better results, 
at least up to one-and-a-half or as much as two times the critical 
density. This may be accomplished by adding extra terms to Equation 
(11). To develop expressions for these additional terms, it is 
necessary to use the singularity condition at the critical point.
It is a well established fact that at the critical point, the 
first and second derivatives of pressure with respect to volume at 
constant temperature are zero. Thus:
z = x + i £ i  + c m .  + d(ti + m h  +
2 3 4V V V . V
(42)






Making use of these three conditions, it is possible to add three 
additional terms to Equation (11). Many other conditional restraints 
may be applied to evaluate coefficients in the equation. For example, 
higher than the second order derivatives of pressure with respect to 
volume may be assumed to be zero at the critical point (57). When 
experimental data for carbon dioxide were fitted to a seventeen-term 
virial equation, Martin (58) showed that the third and fourth deriva­
tives of pressure with respect to volume at the critical point have 
very small magnitude. For practical purposes, one can assume that 
these derivatives are zero for carbon dioxide. However, derivatives 
up to the second order should only be used because the magnitude of 
the third and fourth derivatives have not been established to be zero 
for other gases.
Now, if Equation (11) is extended with an additional three terms 
which are an inverse power of volume, it can be written as:
! _ , i  + M a  + £ m  + £ffi. + M a  + £ i n  + G e i  (46)
RT V ?2 v3 y4 v5 v6 y7
The three additional terms are expressed in terms of B(Tc), C(Tc),
D(Tc), and utilizing the three conditions of Equations (43), (44),
and (45). Upon application to pure gases, it is found that Equation
(46) converges very slowly beyond the critical density. Therefore, it
6 7is necessary to add terms other than F(T)/V and G(T)/V . Upon close 
examination, it can be seen that these terms should be effective even
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with a small change in volume. Pressure must be increased rapidly 
with little change in volume. Such terms should be exponential in
c iVnature and vanish at low density. The interesting terms are F(T)/e 
and G(T)/e^V or F(T)/Vmeav and G(T)Vne^V as pointed out by Martin (58). 
The former are to be considered first because of their simplicity in 
differentiating with respect to volume. Equation (11) can be 
rearranged for pressure and can be written as:
p , RT|i + £ & .  + £111 + fifll, (47,
v v V
Introducing three terms E(T)/V^, F(T)/e3^, and G(T)/e^ into 
Equation (47), leads to the form:
p - D t * a i a t < ^  + fiip + sfli + i i a  + £ i g l  (48)
I V V V V e e I
where E(T), F(T), and G(T) are assumed to be functions of temperature. 
At the critical point, the assumed functions'should be reduced to 
constants. The functions can be represented by the equations:
E(T) = Ecf1(T) (49)
F(T) = Fcf2 (T) <5°)
G(T) = G f (T) (51)c J
where f^(T), (T), and f^(T) reduce to unity at the critical
isotherm. The functions f^(T), (T), and f^(T) can be evaluated by
taking the second derivative of pressure with respect to temperature
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at constant density in Equation (48) and setting it equal to zero at 
the critical density. It was suggested by Martin (58), that the 
second derivative of pressure with respect to temperature at constant 
density is also zero at 1.8 times the critical density. However, 
two conditions are not sufficient to solve for three constants 
appearing in the temperature functions which are to be assumed. 
Therefore, the temperature functions have to be established by trial 
and error procedures, using experimental data for different gases.
Rewriting Equation (48) for the compressibility factor:
, B(T) , C(T) , D(T) , E(T) , VF(T) , VG(T)
V v2 V3 v4 e aV ebV
Differentiating Equation (48) with respect to volume at constant 
temperature and dropping the temperature dependent notations, yields:
2 B _ 3 C  4 D _ 5 E _ a F _ b G
„3 „4 " „5 " „6 av bvV V V V e e
(53)
Differentiating again with respect to volume at constant temperature:
I V f L  J L  +  6B + 1|C +  2fiD + m  +  h .  +  bfol
Lav2J  Iv3 V4 V5 V6 V7 eav ebvJ
Substituting the condition of Equations (43), (44), and (45) into 
Equations (52), (53), and (54) yields respectively:
(54)
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B C  D E V F V G  z = 1 + _ c + _ c _ + _ c _ + _e_ + _cjc _c_c ( }
c 2 3 4 aVc bVc v 'V V V V e ec c c c
2B 3C 4D 5E aV 2F bV 2G
i + —  + — f + — | + — f  + c„ c + — ^  = 0 (56)
V V 2 V 3 V 4 e ec c c c
and 6B 12C 20D 30E a2V 3F b2V 3G
2 + —  + ~ f  + “ f  + - f  + I v c *  + “ bvT^ = 0 (57)V V V V e ec c c c
with Equation (55) being the expression given in Equation (52), 
evaluated at the critical point. Solving the above three Equations 
(55), (56), and (57) simultaneously for Ec, Fc> and G^, expressions 
in terms of a, b, and the critical properties are obtained. The 
detailed derivation is given in Appendix (I). The final expressions 
are:
[■
E =1 w.w_ Z - 1 - (B /V ) - (C /V 2) - (D /V 3) + (w + w„) c | 1 2 c c c  c c  c c  i z
1 + (2B /V ) + (3C /V 2) + (4D /V 3) - 2 + (6B /V ) c c  c c  c c  c c
+ (12C_/V_2) + (20D_/V_3)Jv 4c c c c
--------------------------------  (58)
£ W1W2 " 5 ŵ i + w2  ̂ + 30J
where w, = aV and w„ = bV . In order to complete the equation of 1 c 2 c
state, the constants a and b must be evaluated using the experimental 
data for the critical isotherm of pure gases. However, if the third 
and fourth derivatives of pressure with respect to volume at constant 
temperature are zero at the critical point, the constants a and b can 
be evaluated directly. In this investigation, however, the constants 
are approximated with the help of experimental critical isotherm data 
for carbon dioxide, propane, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, etc.
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Once the constants a and b are known, the functions f^(T),
y and f ̂ (T) may be established. There are several types of
functions available which are equal to unity at the critical point,
i.e. the conditional restraints used to derive expressions for E^,
F , and G . Some of these are: c c
f (T) = A. + B .(T /T)n where A. = -B. + 1 (61-a)1 1 C 1 1
f(T) = (T /T)n (61-b)c
and f(T) = em (T /T)n + 1 - (T /T)n etc. (61-c)c c
Because of their simplicity, the inverse power of temperature functions 
were adopted for E, F, and G. Inserting these in Equations (49),
(50), and (51), results in:
E = E (T /T)nl (61)c c
F = F (T /T)n2 (62)c c
G = G (T /T)n3 (63)c c
Similar functions were also suggested by Epstein (28) for his equation 
of state. Epstein assigned arbitrary values to n^, n^, and n^.
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Thermodynamic Properties:
Once the equation of state is in its complete form,.the 
thermodynamic properties can be evaluated. Thus, starting withF 
Equations (16), (17), and (18), expressions for internal energy, 
enthalpy, and entropy can be derived respectively from Equation (48). 
The detailed derivations are given in Appendix II. The final 
expressions are:
Internal Energy:





S - S* = Rl
= 7 i fidB _T_dC _ T _ d D . _ T _ d E . _ T _  dF , _X_
‘ V dT _ 2 dT „ l3 dT '4 dT aV dT . bVdT L  2V 3V 4V ae be J
-Q - r[?(b<i) + 4?) - ̂ (c(i) + 4i)+-p(D(T) 
4l) + ̂4(E<T) + 41) + + 41) + 7bv(G(I)w LX! > a p hP
(66)
4V N ae be
+ T ^ ^<
The free energy and fugacity of any gaseous system are related to 
enthalpy and entropy by the relationship:
G - G* = (H - H*) - T(S - S*) = RT ln(f/p) (67)
where G is the free energy and f represents fugacity.
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Substituting Equations (65) arid (66) into Equation (67) and then 
simplifying yields:
i.(f/p) - -uz + iMIi + Cfll + M i l  + m  + K E i  + gfl3+ (68)
L v  2V 3V 4V ae be J
Starting with the Redlich-Kwong equation i.e. Equation (12),
instead of Equation (48), expressions for enthalpy, entropy and 
fugacity can be derived:
r
S - S* . RlnZ + Rln ^  + - 5 * 5 -  (70)
r
2
ln(f/p) = Z-l - ln(Z - BP) - ln(l + ~ )  (71)Jt> It
where
a = 0.4278 R T 2 ’5/p (13)r c c
b = 0.0867 R T /p (14)r c rc
A2 = a /R2T 2,5 (72)r c
B = b /RT (73)r
Thus, enthalpy and fugacity of any gaseous system can be 
calculated from Equations (65) through (68), or alternatively from 
Equations (69) and (71).
The virial equations may also be written in reduced form. Thus, 
differentiating the following equations:
T* "eTk (10)
B(T) = b B*(T*) (6)o
C(T) = b^C*(T*) (7)
D(T) = b3D*(T*) (8)o
with respect to T yields,
dT* = _X_ 
dT e/k (74)
dB . dB* = dB* dT* = _^o dB^ n ,.
dT odT odT* dT e/k dT* K }
h 2
dC = _o_ dC* 
dT e/k dT*
h 3dD = dD* 
dT e/k dT*
The first derivatives of the fifth, sixth, and seventh virial 
coefficients can also be represented as reduced quantities. Thus, 





x-V * 1 c
dF




x„V * 2 c
- G * c V T c
(80)
where ,
E = b E * (81)c o c
x,V *
F *e
F„ =   (82)c
x0V *
G %  2 C
Gc - -S-J  (83)
Substituting Equations (74) through (83) into Equation (65) and then 
feinfplifying, gives:
r B* C* D* E*
- 2-l - U  + -S-j + -S-y + -S-y (-n1(Ic/I)nl')
Ki L v 2V* 3V* 4V* ' *
f*(-h2 (TC/T)n2) Gc (~n3 (Tc/T)n
X (V*-V*) X (V*-V*)
X,V*e C X0V*e c1 c 2 c
f]+ "  f (84)
Likewise, Equation (68) leads to the reduced form,
+ C*(T*) + D*(T*) + E*(Tc/T)nl
2 V* 3 V* 4v*4
F*(T /T)n 2 G*(T /T)n3■ c   cv c   ■ /oc\
X (V*-V*) X (V*-V*) 1






X = a.b1 io (89)
X. = b.b
Z  'o (90)
In the above equations, x^ and represent reduced.values of the
constants a and b respectively.
Thus, Equations (84) and (85) are useful generalized equations 
for calculating the enthalpy departure and fugacity of any gaseous 
system.
Fugacity of Components in Gas Mixture:
In accordance with the pseudocritical method, the fugacity of 
pure components in a binary gas mixture is given by the following 
Equation (59):








Using Joffe's mixture rules for Tc and Pc , i.e. Equations (36) and 
(37), expressions for fugacity of pure components in binary gas mix­
tures can be derived as shown in Reference (60):
/ rA  ^  - y ^ nm“ - nm ;jV 1/2
0 >  < f >  a ' yl ? c  -  h l/V  - * >  * » ]
fc (̂QFly “QF2) " QF3J
2(1 - y)(Z - l)Pr1/2 
+ ---------     i P / ' ^ Q ^ y  -Q^ ) - | (93)
and . /p
f0 \  /f„\ y(Hm* - H J P
ln ((I -2y)p)° ‘{ f }  7 ‘ r t i “ C [Pc1/2(QFiy ' QF2)  - 2<!F3]
fr. ^Fiy " QF2 " QF 3 J
2y(Z - l)Pc1/2 r  1/2
(94)
where
Qpl = 2S4 + 2S5 + l/2|s/( + Sq /J|J (95)s51 3] 3
( s 41/3 + s53« ]QF2 ' 2S5 • 1/4IS/.1/3 + S»1/3i3 <96>
Qf3 - S7 - S8 (97)
T











The equations of Pitzer and Hultgren (53), i.e. Equations (31),
(32), and (33) can be used to derive the fugacity of components in a
gas mixture. As shown by Joffe and Zudkevitch (42) the expression for
tilthe fugacity of the r component is given by the equation:
+ 2 (XZ y^ir -<0)ln(f) (102)
Starting with the method suggested by Joffe and Zudkevitch (49), 
i.e. Equations (24) and (25), it may be shown than the fugacity of a 
component in a binary mixture may be derived from Equations (91) and
(92). The derivations are given in Appendix III. The final p. t 
expressions are as follows:
c
y2^  + (1 - y)2Rj.2 + 2y(1 ~ y)RF3
^ 7  ■
L  (RF4)3 ’5 J
34
and 9 „
/ h \ _ - y  p  «FL + a - y> ̂  + w  - y)RF3~1
V  YV  P RT T 1,5 L  J
In
where
X (,Z. ^ 1). [7 ^-1 + L  V .+ ^ 7  + ._RF,8l 
p.1:’ L (^,)3-5 J
h i  " l (SlS6 - S3S4> <105)
^ 2  ’ f (S3S5 ' S2S6> <106>
*F3 " 3 (S1S5 - S2 V  <107)
^  = S4y2 + S2 (l - y)2 + 2S6y(l - y) (108)
Rp5 = -(2S1 + 2S2 - 4S3)(S4 + S5 - 2S6) (109)
*F6 ' f(fl<S5 ' V  + S2 (8S4 + 9S5 - 17S6>]
-|2S3(4S4 + 5S5 - 9S6J  (110)
y  ' f[iSlS5 - S2 (5S4 + 9S5 - 16V
+  2S3(Sj - 3S6j  (111)
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'12






The fugacity of a pure component based on the standard 
Redlich-Kwong Fquation (23) is given by the following expression:
<z - " i t  - ln<z - BP) - 1 +  f ]  <U 7 >
where
A2 = ar/R2T2’5 (118)
B = b /RT r (119)
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Thus, the fugacity of any component in a gas mixture can be 
calculated from either of the three mixture rules selected in this 
work. The fugacity can also be calculated by the standard Redlich- 
Kwong method, i.e. Equation (117).
The procedure for calculating a component fugacity with 
Equation (103) is shown in a sample calculation in Appendix IV.
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PROCEDURE
Digital computers were used in all computational work involved 
in this investigation. During the course of the work an IBM-1620 
and an RCA-SPECTRA-70 were used. The basic language of programming 
for the two computers was essentially the same, i.e. Fortran IV.
For convenience, the programming problem was divided into three major 
segments:
(1) Program Polyfit - to evaluate coefficients of polynomials 
which express the Gyorog and Obert Tables in terms of simple 
mathematical relationships.
(2) Program Constants-Approximation - to evaluate constants 
which were in the assumed sixth and seventh terms, of the virial 
equation with the help of P-V-T data along the critical isotherm 
of different gases.
(3) Program Compute z-Factor - The function of this program is 
threefold:
(a) To compute compressibility factors of pure gases and gas 
mixtures with different equations of state.
(b) To compute enthalpy of gas mixtures using different equations 
of state.
(c) To calculate fugacity of gas mixtures using different 
equations of state.
Selection of Experimental Data: Table <1 contains a complete listing
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the pure gases used in this work. Likewise, Table (2) contains the 
references used in obtaining P-V-T data and the thermodynamic 
functions for binary gas mixtures. Table t.2) also contains critical 
properties and interaction constants for the mixture rules of 
Pitzer-Hultgren and Joffe-Zudkevitch.
Program Polyfit: This program uses a least square fit for a
polynomial,
n
q* = £  A. T*J (120)
j=0 3
where q* is any of the generalized quantities given by Gyorog and 
Obert (37) for the second, third, and fourth virial coefficients and 
their first and second derivatives with respect to T*. In order to 
express the entire range of T* the Gyorog and Obert Tables were 
divided into several parts on the basis of T*. Each part was then 
fitted separately to a polynomial. The coefficients, thus obtained, 
were used in the specific polynomial to back-calculate the function. 
For each function, q*, the coefficients for the thirteen polynomials 
are given in Table 32.
Program Constants-Approximation: This program evaluates the constants
a and b, assumed in the sixth and seventh terms of Equation (48), with 
the help of experimental data along the critical isotherms of carbon 
dioxide, propane, nitorgen, carbon monoxide, xenon, etc. Equations 
(58), (59), (60), and (55) were utilized to calculate compressibility 
factor for the critical isotherm. The Lennard-Jones force constants
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were estimated from Equations (20) and (21). Thus, the reduced 
quantity T* was constant for all gases:
Tc = iTk = 0.756T = 0.756 (121)c
where fi/k = 0.756T c
V P°V RZ
= i r " i f r ' -if <122>o c
T
b = 17 (123)o Pc
Subsequently, B*, C*, and D* were computed and were also constant for 
all gases except monatomic molecules. For monatomic molecules Gyorog 
and Obert (37) suggested that the value of D* should be adjusted with 
the addition of 0.02. Finally, the critical isotherm equation for the 
compressibility factor becomes:
V F* V G*
ZT = 1 + ^ -  + —  + —  + —  + I (v*-V*) + ~ i ’ (V*-V*) (124)c v* V* V* 1 c' 2 k c je e
where V = 7̂—  (125)r Vc
= assumed value (126)
= assumed value (127)
E* = E / b4 (128)c c o
F* = V F e"XlVc (129)c c c
B* c* D* E*
= 1 + 7̂v* + -£- v
42
G* = V G e (130)c c c
In order to establish two unknown parameters X^ and experi­
mental data along the critical isotherms of carbon dioxide, propane, 
nitrogen, carbon monoxide, xenon, etc. are fitted to Equation (124). 
As the equation is not linear with respect to the parameters, these 
unknown cannot be determined by simple regression analysis. A direct 
optimum seeking method was used which operates on an error function 
defined as:
The direct optimum seeking method operates on one variable at a time 
keeping other variables constant. The error function is minimizednon a 
sequential basis varying these parameters in three or four cycles 
until the difference is negligible in the successive iterations. Thus a 
direct optimum seeking method was used to evaluate two unknown reduced 
parameters X^ and X^ with the help of experimental P-V-T data.
Figure I shows curves of X^ versus X^/X^ for different gases.
Taking an average curve for all the gases considered in this work, 
compressibility factors for the critical isotherm were calculated.
Table 3-A shows the average and maximum deviations for Z from the 
experimental data along the critical isotherms for several gases. It 
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6.1875 respectively. Thus, substituting values of X^ and into 
Equations (89) and (90) yields:
In the same manner, constants in the assumed temperature 
functions for the fifth, sixth, and seventh virial terms were 
established from the experimental P-V-T data on pure gases. Table 3-B 
shows the average and maximum deviations for Z from the experimental 
data. The best values for n^, n^, and n^ are 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 
respectively. Thus, establishing all the assumed constants completed 
Equation (48) as function of critical properties only.
Program Compute Z-Factor: This is a main program which calculates
all thermodynamic properties of gases or gas mixtures. It is divided 
into five subprograms which in turn are divided into smaller 
subroutines. A logic diagram for this program is given in Figure II. 
It is capable of handling all the equations of state such as:
(a) Equation (48) developed in this work,
(b) Gyorog and Obert equation,
(c) Generalized BWR equation, and
(d) Redlich and Kwong equation.
It also has option of incorporating several other equations of state 
in separate subroutines. Each subroutine for the above equations of 






LOGIC DIAGRAM FOR PROGRAM COMPUT-z-FACTOR
LOCIC DIAGRAM FOR THE MAIM PROCRAM
component in a multicomponent mixture. Each mixture rule considered 
in this work is incorporated in separate subroutine. These mixture 
rules are:
(a) Pitzer-Hultgren rule, i.e. Equations (31) and (32),
(b) Joffe-Zudkevitch rule, i.e. Equations (24) and (25), 
and (c) Joffe rule, i.e. Equations (36) and (37).
Procedure for obtaining the third critical parameter for mixture is 
used such as:
Z = £ y  Z . (134)cm Is,, x cil
The mixture rules, i.e. Equations (38) and (39), suggested by 
Redlich and Kwong were used for R-K equation of state.1 Mixture rules 
for the generalized BWR equation were obtained from the original 
publication of Benedict et al (48). Additional mixture rules can be 
added in separate subroutines. Thus, this program has multifunctional
capability and should provide all the calculations required in order
to predict fugacity coefficient iq£ipurqucomporient in,■system;,; -hl n'
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The compressibility factors and percent deviations from experi­
mental values for seven pure gases and fourteen binary systems have 
been computed from Equation (48) and the results were compared with 
the standard Redlich-Kwong, Gyorog-Obert, and the generalized BWR 
equations of state. Three pseudo-critical mixing rules were used to 
obtain pseudo properties of mixtures. For pure gases, the deviations 
of computed values of compressibility factor are tabulated in Tables 
7 through 13. The deviations were calculated by dividing the differ­
ence between the calculated and the experimental value by the exper­
imental value. The deviations for four binary gas mixtures are also 
tabulated in Tables 14 through 25. Three different mixture rules 
were used in this work. Each table includes the calculated com­
pressibility factors and deviations from the following equations of 
state:
1. Equation (48) which is developed in this work,
2. Equation (11) which is suggested by Gyorog and Obert (37).
3. The standard Redlich-Kwong equation,
4. The generalized Benedict-Webb-Rubin Equation (38)
The virial coefficients were calculated from the Gyorog-Obert 
(37) Tables which are based on experimental data for pure gases. The 
percent deviations for pure gases are summarized in Table 3-C. The 
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gives better results than the Gyorog-Obert, the Redlich-Kwong, and 
the generalized BWR equations. The results could still further be 
improved by evaluating the constant X^ (which is assumed in the sixth 
virial term), from the critical isotherm data and then (which is 
assumed in the seventh .virial term) can be read from Figure I for the 
specific gas. Figure I represents a plot of average values of X^ 
versus ^/ X ^  values obtained by trial and error procedures. These 
values were obtained by using P-V-T data along the critical isotherms 
of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and propane. Due to the 
lack of high precision data along the critical isotherm, the values of 
X^ and X^ have been approximated and are taken as 1.65 and 6.1875 
respectively. The value of X^ is based on carbon dioxide and X^ is 
then obtained from Figure I. These values are not as accurate as 
might be desired for all gases since the P-V-T data for nitrogen, 
carbon monoxide, and propane at the critical isotherm are obtained 
by interpolation from the tables given by Din (64). The carbon 
dioxide data are the most accurate and are obtained from the paper 
published by Martin (58).
The constants in the assumed temperature functions are obtained 
by a trial and error procedure using the P-V-T data on carbon dioxide, 
propane, nitrogen, and carbon monoxide. The approximated values of the 
constants n^, n^, and n^ are 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, respectively. The 
assumed temperature function gives poor representation of data near 
the bubble point, because the propsed equation is intended mostly to 
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P-V-T data in the two-phase and liquid region were available. The 
assumed temperature functions give satisfactory results compared to 
other equations of state (i.e. Generalized BWR, Redlich-Kwong, and 
Gyorog-Obert equations).
Compressibility Factors For Pure Gases:
Table 3-C gives the comparison of compressibility factors 
calculated from four different equations of state with experimental 
data. The absolute average and maximum deviations indicate that 
Equation (48) gives as good as the results obtained from the Generalized 
BWR equation of state. The average deviation for total of 1515 points 
is 1.3570 for Equation (48) compared to 1.38 for the generalized BWR 
equation.
For illustrative purposes, Figure III shows pressure versus 
percent deviation for nitrogen at three different isotherms covering 
pressure up to ten thousand atmospheres. It can be seen that curves 
for the present equation are near the base lines whereas curves for 
other equations are far from zero deviation lines. Equation (48) also 
gave better results for chlorodifluoromethane compared to the Gyorog- 
Obert and the Redlich-Kwong equations. Generally, the equation devel­
oped in this work gave better results for pure gases than the other 
equations.
Gas Mixtures by the Joffe ane Zudkevitch Method:
Table 4 gives the comparison of compressibility factors calcula­
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gives absolute average and maximum deviations, and the number of data 
points in the system. The results show that the equation developed 
in this work, i.e. Equation (48), gives the lowest deviations for 
most of the systems except methane-hydrogen sulfide, methane-ethane, 
and methane-propane. The methane-hydrogen sulfide system gives an 
average deviation of 2.837. for the present equation compared to 2.80% 
for the standard Redlich-Kwong, 3.567. for the generalized BWR, and 
4.177. for the Gyorog-Obert equations. The maximum deviation is lowest 
for the present equation compared to other equations. For methane- 
ethane and methane-propane, the present equation gives higher average 
deviations than the generalized BWR equation. Whereas the maximum 
deviations are the lowest for the present equation compared to 
other equations.
The interaction coefficients for the propane-nitrogen system
were calculated from the values T and P given by Bosler (61).cm cm
These values seem to be in error. The average deviation for this 
system is the lowest for the Equation (48) compared to other equations. 
Generally, the Gyorog-Obert equation gave higher deviations for the 
systems considered in this work.
Tables 14 through 17 give compressibility factors calculated 
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At the end of each table an absolute average and maximum 
deviation is given for each of the four equations used in this work. 
For illustrative purposes, Figures IV through VI show pressure versus 
percent deviation for the n-butane-nitrogen system at three differnet 
mole fractions. The cruves represented by Equation (48) are smoother 
and represent lower deviations than those of the Generalized BWR, the 
Redlich-Kwong, and the Gyorog-Obert equations. The average and max­
imum deviations for the system propane-nitrogen should be lower for 
Equation (48) since the equation is developed using data on the pure 
components. It seems that the interaction coefficients are in error. 
The other binary systems give less than 3% average deviations and 
the maximum deviations do not exceed 12%. This relatively high 
value for maximum deviation appears in the results because data at 
higher than 1.8 times the critical density are included in order to 
test all available data for these systems.
Gas Mixtures by the Pitzer-Hultgren Method;
Table 5 gives absolute average and maximum deviations for 
fourteen binary gas mixtures. The Pitzer-Hultgren method is somewhat 
inferior to the Joffe-Zudkevitch method. For example, in n-butane- 
carbon dioxide system, the average deviation from Equation (48) is 
1.95% for the Joffe-Zudkevitch method versus 3.92% for the Pitzer- 
Hultgren method. Equation (48) is still better with this mixture rule 
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Figures VII through IX show pressure versus percent deviation
curves for the n-butane-nitrogen system at three different mole
fractions. Curves represented by Equation (48) are smoother and
show less deviation than the other equations. The interaction
coefficients, T and P , for methane-hydrogen sulfide and propane- 
C12 °12
nitrogen are still questionable. The overall results for the Pitzer- 
Hultgren mixing rule are not as good as those for the Joffe-Zudkevitch 
method.
Gas Mixtures by Joffe's Method:
Table 6 gives absolute average and maximum deviations for fourteen 
binary gas mixtures. Joffe's method seems to give the largest devia­
tions among the three methods considered in this work. Equation (48) 
appears to be inferior to the standard Redlich-Kwong and the General­
ized BWR methods. Tables 22 through 25 give tabulated results from 
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Joffe's method is not as good as the other methods for the systems 
considered in this work. Equation (48) is still better with this 
method than the Gyorog-Obert equation.
Enthalpies Of Gas Mixtures





For the methane-nitrogen system, the average and maximum deviations 
from the data reported by Bloomer et al (18) are calculated and given 
in Table 3-D. The average and maximum deviations are as good as those 
computed from Redlich and Kwong equation. Figure X shows the enthalpy 
departure from the ideal gaseous state versus pressure for CH4-N2 
system. The average and maximum deviations for twenty four points are 
about the same for all three methods. Enthalpy departures for this 
system are listed in Table 26. Enthalpy departures from the ideal gaseous 
values are also calculated for methane-propane system and are listed 
in Table 27-along with the values published by Edmister and Yarborough (82). 
Figure XI shows the plots of (H*-H) versus pressure for this system.
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From the plots, it is apparent that the calculated values are as good 
as the published values. The values of (H-H*) for the propane-propylene 
system are listed in Table 28 along with the values published by 
Stupin (83). The calculated values do not agree with the published 
data. There is consistent 18-20% deviation for all three methods.
The published data were reported using the graphical integration technique 
and thus the data may be in error.
Fugacity Coefficients Of Pure Components In Gas Mixtures
Fugacity coefficients of pure components are calculated from 
equations derived for the Joffe-Zudkevitch mixture rule. The average 




Figure XII shows plots of fugacity coefficients, 0, and 02, versus 
pressure for the n-butane-carbon dioxide system. The average and 
maximum deviations for all three systemsiindicate that the method 
developed in this work gives better results than the other methods.
For example, the average deviation for 0, in the n-butane-carbon dioxide 
system is 4.78% for the present method compare to 12.18% for Redlich- 
Kwong equation. The average deviation for 197 points is about 3.45% 
for 0, calculated by the present method whereas for 0£, it is about 
7.827». Tables 29 through 31 shows the values calculated from equations 





















































































Generally, the equation developed in this work gives better 
results than the other equations tested. Equation (48) works better 
than Equation (11) in which the fifth, sixth and seventh virial coeffi­
cients are neglected. The mixture rule suggested by Joffe and 
Zudkevitch gives better results than the Pitzer-Hultgren method,
provided that the interaction coefficients, i.e. T and P , are
C12 C12
accurate enough. Equation (48) seems to be far superior near the 
critical temperature and at high pressure. The results for the 
temperature range covered in this work indicate that Equation (48) 




It has been shown that the equation developed in this work,
i.e. Equation (48), gives better results than either the Gyorog-Obert, 
the Redlich-Kwong, or Generalized BWR equations of state. Equation 
(48) is valid up to 1.8 times the critical density in the gas phase. 
This equation gives better results for pure gases as well as gaseous 
mixtures. The first three virial coefficients are calculated from the 
Gyorog-Obert Tables. The Lennard-Jones force constants are estimated 
from critical properties only. Thus, Equation (48) is in effect a 
three-parameter generalized equation of state.
Compressibility factors for seven pure gases and more than 
thirteen binary gas mixtures have been calculated from Equation (48) 
and compared with the.results obtained from the Gyorog-Obert, the 
Redlich-Kwong, and the Generalized BWR equations of state. Three 
different mixing rules have been utilized to calculate the pseudo- 
critical properties of the mixtures in order to use Equation (48) 
and (11) for gaseous mixtures.
The method suggested by Joffe and Zudkevitch (49) gives better 
results than the one suggested by Pitzer and Hultgren (53). The 
third method used in this work is the one suggested by Joffe (54) 
which gives inferior results for Equation (48) when compared to the 
standard Redlich-Kwong Equation (23).
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Finally, the thermodynamic properties of gaseous mixtures such 
as enthalpy departure and fugacity of pure component in gas mixture 
were obtained and the results show that Equation (48) has advantages 
over other methods provided that the interaction coefficients3 T
C12
and P , are correctly established from mixture data.
°12
If the critical constants are provided, pressure-volume-tempera­
ture behavior of non-polar gases and gas mixtures can easily be 
predicted with reasonable accuracy up to 1.8 times the critical density 
with the equation developed in this work.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The excellent results obtained in calculating compressibility 
factors of gases and gas mixtures indicate that further study should 
be made to evaluate other mixture rules for calculating thermodynamic 
properties. Equation (48) should also be tested for a large number of 
pure gases other than those used in the present investigation.
Equation (48) should also be tested using Lennard-Jones force 
constants for each gas which are available in the literature. The 
temperature functions for the fifth, sixth, and seventh virial terms 
should be examined for other than the inverse-power-of-temperature 
type functions.
An attempt should be made to predict the critical locus of 
binary mixtures from the fact that the second and third derivatives 
of molar free energy with respect to mole fraction are zero at constant 
temperature and pressure (87). Thus,





= In P + yin y + (1 - y) ln(l - y) + Z - 1 -InZRT
CO
+j[ [p/RT - p )tp\ dp + yiGi (c)
where P  is the molar density.
Equation (c) for the free energy may be differentiated, and the 
conditions in Equations (a) arid (b) may be applied. The resulting two 
equations may be solved simultaneously utilizing suitable mixture 
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X" BWR Constantv W
e/k Lennard-Jones Force Constant
y  Potential Energy
p  Density
6  Collision Diameter 
Subscripts:
C Critical State
C Critical State of Mixturem
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m  Mixture Properties
R Reduced Quantity
Superscripts:
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P = RT 1/V + B(T)/V2 + C(T)/V3 + D(T)/V4
+ E(T)/V5 + F(T)/'eaV + G(T)/ebV (1-1)
is differentiated with respect to volume at constant temperature, 
leading to the form:
|»P/a^ T = RT - 1/V2 - 2B(T)/V3 - 3C(T)/V4 
- 4D(T)/V5 - 5E(T)/V6 - aF(T)/eav - bG(T)/ebv (1-2)
Differentiating again with respect to volume at constant temperature 
yields:
[a2P/»V2J T = RT 2/V3 + 6B(T)/V4 + 12C(T)/V5 + 20D(T)/V6 
+ 30E(T)/V7 + a2F(T)/eaV + b2G(T)/ebv (1-3)
Imposing conditions (43), (44), and (45) upon Equations (1-2) 
and (1-3), and dropping temperature dependent notations, leads to 
forms :
1 + B / V  + C / V 2 + D / V 3 + E / V 4c c  c c  c c  c c
+ V F /eaVc + V G /ebVfc = Z (1-4)c c c c c
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Solving the above three Equations,(1-4), (1-5), and (1-6) 
simultaneously for E£ , F , and , expressions in terms of a, b, and 
the critical properties are obtained. Thus, multiplying Equations 
(1-5) by bVc and subtracting quation (1-6) from it, yields:
(bV - 2) + B /V (2bV - 6) + C /V 2 (3bV - 12) + D /V 3 (4bV - 20)C C C C C C G C O O
+ E /V 4 (5bV - 30) + V F /eaVc(abV 2 - a2V 2) = 0 (1-7)c c c  c c  c c
2 2and multiplying Equation (1-4) by b V a n d  subtracting Equation 
(1-6) from it, yields:
(b2V 2 - 2) + B /V (b2V 2 - 6) + C /V 2 (b2V 2 - 12) + D /V 3 (b2V 2 - 20) c c c  c c c  c c c  c
+ E /V 4 (b2v 2 - 30) + V F /eaVC(b2V 2 - a2V 2) = b2V 2Z (1-8)c c c  c c  c c c c
Substituting wn for aV and w„ for bV in Equations (1-7) and l c 2 c
(1-8), leads to:
B C D E
( w 2 - 2 )  +  ^ - ( 2 w s - 6 )  +  - £ - ( 3 w 2 - 1 2 )  +  - £ j ( 4 w 2 - 2 0 )  +  - ^ ( 5 w 2 - 3 0 )
C VC V c V C
+ ~lv|(wlw2"wl2) = 0 (I_9)e c
9 9 ^ ^ 9  D ~ ^ 9
(w„ -2) + (w -6)rp + —  (w -12) +-£. (w/-20) + — ,(w -30)
z z vc V V V
c c c
+ ■ ”22zC (I-10)e
Multiplying Equation (1-9) by (w2 +w^), Equation (1-10) by 
w^, and upon subtraction, yields:
Simplifying Equation (1-11) for Ec> yields:
r D Vj
rWlW2Zc”WlW2+Wl+W2_2') + v^(2wi+2w2_wlw2_6  ̂+ ~^Z(3wi+3w2- L c Vc
D -i
.... - w ^ - 12) -1— ^-(4w^+4w2- w2-20)J
E Vc c
Vc4 wxw - 5(w1+w2) + 30 (1-12)
Substituting Equation (1-12) in Equation (1-9) and simplifying, 
yields :
[ p W22V 4w22“30w2Zc+28w2"20) + (24w2-3w22-30)^-
2 C 2 D  + (18w_-2w9 -30)—  + (lOw -w -20)—^
V F  vc c  c___________________c
eaVc
J
(wi-w2)[wiw2-5(wi+w2) + 3()J (1-13)
Now, finally substituting Equations (1-13) and (1-12) into 
Equation (1-4) and upon simplification yields an expression for :
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[(5w 2Z -30wnZ - 4 w 1 2+ 2 8 w , -20) + (24w.-3w 2-30) l c l c i  1 I I  Vc
v ™ ! . _20) ^pT |
7 C+ (18w1-5w1 -30) + (low,
-------------------£------------------------------------  (1-14)
(w2-wi)(wiw2-5(wi + w2) + 30)
Rearranging Equations (1-12), (1-13), and (1-14) leads to the
t
B C D  2B 3C 4D
W1W2 (Zc “ 1 " V” " 7 T  " + (wl + W2  ̂(1 + ~  + T T  + ~ l )c V V c V Vc c c c
6B 12C 20D
>](2 + f  + “ 7 + — V  vcc V v 1 
 £ £  ( I _ 1 5 )
W1W2 " 5(wl + V  + 30
T o 3B 2C D 24B 18C
w /  (5Z - 4 - f - - £T ) + w_ (-30Z + 28 + +  £V „ 2 . 3 2 c v „ 2  c V V c Vc c c
20D -i10D 30B 
+  f) - (20 + ---1 +
V V° c c _ (I_16)
[wi- w j  [wxw2 - 5(wj + w2) + 30J Vc e“wl
„ 3B 2C D 24B 18C
|w. (5Z _ 4 _ _£_) + „ (-30Z + 28 + ----- + c1 c Vc v 2 3' - - C  , 2
c c c
10D 30B 30C 20D
+ — ^ )  - (20 +    +  £ +
 -I
7*]3 ' v 2 3V V V V _
— ------   £------     — ----    (1-17)
0^2 “ Wl| {ĵ iw2 " 5 (wi + w2  ̂ + 30J  Vce
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APPENDIX II
DERIVATIONS OF EXPRESSIONS FOR THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
Expressions for the thermodynamic properties such as internal 
energy, enthalpy, entropy, fugacity, etc., can be derived from Equation 
(48) as follows:
Internal Energy: The deviations of internal energy from the ideal gas
values may be written in the form of the equation:
U ■ U* = "Jv T (dP/aT)V " P dV (II-1)
To integrate the above equation (II-l), it is necessary to derive the 
term (3p/<?T)^ from the Equation (48) which can be written as:
P = RT 1/V + B(T)/V2 + C(T)/V3 + D(T)/V4
f 1'L - - wj+ E(T)/V5 + F(T)/eaV + G(T)/ebV (II-2)
where E(T), F(T), and G(T) are given by the following equations:
E (T) = Ec (Tc/T)nl (II-3)
F(T) = Fc (Tc/T)n2 (II-4)
G (T) = Gc (Tc/T)n3 (II-5)
Differentiating Equation (II-2) with respect to T, keeping V constant, 
yields:
R/V 1 + B(T)/V + C(T)/V2 + D(T)/V3 + E(T)/V4 + VF(T)/eaV(9p/3t)v =jj
"]+ RT/V [l
1
+ VG(T)/ebV *J 1/V dB/dT + 1/V2 dC/dT + 1/V3 dD/dT + 1/V4
dE/dT + V/eaV dF/dT + V/ebV dG/dT| (II-6)
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In order to get the first derivatives of the fifth, sixth, and seventh 
virial coefficients, it is required to differentiate Equations (II-3), 
(II-4), and (II-5), respectively, with respect to T. This leads to the 
following three equations:
m
= F n c (H-7)
dT " c l  ^ + 1
dF _ „ Tc 2 ( .
dT " cn2 Tn2+1 ( H - 8)
n
T 3
dG - r « c — -G n„dT c 3 Tn3+1 (II-9)
Substituting Equation (II-6) in Equation (II-l) and integrating it 
as a definite integral, leads to the following form:
U - U* = -RT|T/V dB/dT + T/2V2 dC/dT + T/3V3 dD/dT + T/4V4 dE/dT! 
L   '1
+ T/aeaV dF/dT + T/bebV dG/dT| (11-10)
Enthalpy: In a similar manner, the equation for enthalpy can be 
derived. The enthalpy departure of a real gas from the ideal gaseous 
state can be given as:
ao
H - H* = PV - RT - J^^T(3P/<?T)v  - pJdV (11-11)
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Substituting the term (dP/3T)^ from the Equation (II-6) and 
integrating between two limits, Equation (11-11) gives the following 
form:
= Rt|z - 1 - {t/V dB/dT + T/2V2 dC/dT
I- T
H - H*
+ T/3V3 dD/dT + T/4V4 dE/dT + /aeaV dF/dT
+ T/bebV dG/dT>| (II-12)
Entropy: The entropy departure of a real gas from the ideal gaseous
state can be represented by the equation:
CO
S - S* = Rln(PV/RT) - J^|$P/2t )v - R/VjdV (11-13)
In order to integrate Equation (11-13), the terms P and ( P/ T) 
should be substituted in terms of Equations (II-2) and (II-6) respective­
ly. Integration of Equation (11-13) leads to the form:
S - S* = Rln (PV/RT) - r|i/v{b(T) + T (dB/dT)} + l/2V2{c(T) + T (dC/dT)}
+ 1/3V3{d(T) + T (dD/dT)} + 1/4V4^E(T) + T (dE/dT)} + l/aeaV
{f (T) + T(dF/dT^ + l/bebV{G(T) + T(dG/dT3}J (11-14)
Fugacity: The fugacity of a pure gas is related to free energy by
the following equation:
ln(f/p) = (1/RT) (G - G*) (H-15)
where (G - G*) can be expressed as:
G - G* = (H - H*) - T(S - S*) (11-16)
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substituting Equations (11-12) and (11-14) into Equation (11-16) and 
subsequently into Equation (11-15), yields:
ln(f/p)= Z - InZ - 1 + B(T)/V + C(T)/2V2 + D(T)/3V3
+ E(T)/4V4 + F(T)/aeaV 4- G(T)/beb ĵ ( H “17)
Thus, any other thermodynamic property can be derived from Equation (48).
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APPENDIX III
FUGACITY RELATIONSHIP FOR PURE COMPONENTS IN GAS MIXTURE BASED ON
JOFFE-ZUDKEVTTCH MIXTURE RULES
The fugacity of a pure component is given by the following 
equation:
In (f-I /yP) = ln(f /P) + (H * - H )/ (RT)T (1 - y) T / Y I m m m  K K
+ (1 - y)(Z - 1)/PR ( PR/ Y) (III-l)
The mixture rules suggested by Joffe and Zudkevitch (49) are given by 
the following equations for a binary system:
T 2.5 T 2.5 T 2.5 T 2.5
C 2 C1 2 °2 °12 p  = y --- + (1 - y)   + 2y(l - y ) ^ ---  (HI-2)
c c]_ c2 c12
T T T T
° 2 °1 2 °2 C12 j- = y' j 1- * (i - y ) + 2y(i - y ) p ^  (m-3)
c C1 c2 C12
Solving the above two Equations (III-2) and (III-3), simultaneously,
for T and P , leads: c c
. _ S.y2 + S (1 - y )2 + 2S y (1 - y)
T - — 0----   5-----    (III-4)
c S4yZ + S5 (l - y y  + 2Sgy (1 - y)
S y2 + S (1 - y)2 + 2S y (1 - y)
P/ - 5 =  ----   5----- =2-------- 2~~5 (III'5)




51 =   (III-6)
C1
T 2 -5
52 =   (HI-7)
C2
T 2'5











Differentiating Equation (III-4) with respect to y, leads to:
° '3 y ' [ » 4y2 +  S5 (1 - y>2 +  2S6y(1 ■ y)J
where:
*Ci = [(s4y2 + S5 (l - y)2 + 2S6y(l - y ) } ^ ^  - 2S2 (1 - y) + 2S3 - 4S3y} 
- (siy2 + S2 (l - y)2 + 2S3 (1 - y)y}{2S4y - 2S5 (1 - y) + 2Sg - 4S6y}~j
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Upon simplification, Equation (111-12) leads to the form:
1 • 5Tc' ■-T ~2--------  2------------ T2 (HI-13)
| V  +  s5 (1 - J) + 2S6y(l - y ) U
where:
eC2 = 2y2 (S1S6 - S3S4) + 2(1 - y)2 (S3S5 - S2S6)
+ 2y(l - y)(S1S5 - S ^ )
Similarly, differentiating Equation (III-5), leads to the form:
1-5Pc'5G r ) - ' r - 2------------‘t ------------ n s  (in-14)^  s  i  l. , Q , o c  ✓ -  „ \ | Jjs4y2 + S5 (1 - y)2 + 2S6y(l - y)J
where:
2S3= [{.V2 + V 1 - y)2 + 2V (1 ' y)}2 '5(2Siy - 2S2 (1 ■ y) +
- 4S3y) - (siy2 + S2 (l - y)2 + 2S3y(l - y)){2.5[s4y2 + S5 (l - y)2 
+ 2S6y(l - y)31'5)(2S4y - 2S5(1 - y) + 2Sfi - 4S6y)J
Expanding Equation (III-14) and then simplifying, gives the following:
1.5 P r 5-------------o-2----------- T T T  (III-15)
c dy [s y2 + S (1 - y)2 + 2S y(l - y^ 3,5
where:
^ 4  = lly 3 {(3Sl + 3s2 ' 6S3)(S4 + s5 " 2S6}) + y2{Sl(S! 
+ S2 (8S4 + 9S5 - 17S6) - 2S3 (4S4 + 5S5 - 9S6)} H
S2 (5S4 + 9S5 - 16Sg) + 2S3 (S5 - 3Sg) + (3S2S5
+ 2S3S6,
A ]
Equations (111-13) and (111-15) can be written as:
0Tc^ V\ l  + (1 " y)\ 2  + 2y(1 - y)RF3(£>
'8y/ < v V
and
where
(3J i \  y% 5  + ̂ 2rf6 + yRF7 +
*7 ' "  < V > 3-5pc'5
V  ” 4/3(SlS6 - S3S4>
*T2 = 4/3<S3S5 - S2S6> 
Rj3 - 2/3(SlS5 - S2S4)
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Rp5 = - |(2S1 « 2S2 - 4S3)(S4 + S5 - 2S6)j (111-22)
" m  * | E i (S5 - V  + S2 (8S4 +  9S5 - 17V  ' 2S3 (4S4 + 5S5
- 9Sg)J (III-23)
Rf7 = j  [2S1S5 - S2 (5S4 + 9S5 - 16Sg) + 2S3 (Sg - 3S6>| (III-24)
*F8 ' i[?S2S5 - 5S2S6 + 2S3SI] (III-25)
In order to substitute Equations (III-L6) and (111-17) into Equation 





8Tc " ' I 2c
!!*  j l









PR = f- (III-31)
c
Thus, substituting Equations (111-16) through (111-31) into Equation 
(III-l) and then rearranging, leads to:
, f £i\ . f V ) ,  V  - y > (Hm  - V >  [ A l  +
c
2y(l - y)Rp3 (1 - y) (1 - Z ) p  ^ 5  + 7 *F6 
<*F4>2 ?c1'5 »- (RF4)3'5










VARIABLES PRINTED IN THE TABLES 
Experimental Compressibility Eactor
Compressibility Factor Computed for the Present Method
Compressibility Factor Gomputed for the Gyorog-Obert 
Equation
% Deviation Gomputed for Gyorog-Obert Equation
Compressibility Factor Computed for the Standard 
Redlich-Kwong Equation
°L Deviation Gomputed for the Redlich-Kwong Method
Compressibility Factor computed for the Generalized 
BWR Equation
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S U M M A R Y  ON TAB L E  7
THE C A L C U L A T I O N S  OF C O M P R E S S I B I L I T Y  F A C T O R S  FOR THE SYS T E M - C „ H j 
U S I N G G Y O R O G  AND O B E R T  TABL ES F OR  V I R I A L  COEFF.
AND E Q U A T I O N  D E V E L O P E D  IN P R E S E N T  W O R K
THE A V E R A G E  (ABS) D E V I A T I O N  = 1,01
THE M A X I M U M  (ABS) D E V I A T I O N  = 6 , 6 4
AND G Y O R O G - O B E R T  E Q U A T I O N
THE A V E R A G E  (ABS) D E V I A T I O N  = 1,06
THE M A X I M U M  (ABS) D E V I A T I O N  = 10. 4 7
US ING  S T A N D A R D  R E D L I C H - K W O N G  M E T H O D
THE A V E R A G E  (ABS) D E V I A T I O N  = 1,21
THE M A X I M U M  (ABS) D E V I A T I O N  = 2 0 . 7 6
AND B E N E D I C T  E Q U A T I O N
THE A V E R A G E  (ABS) D E V I A T I O N  = 0 , 3 5
THE M A X I M U M  (ABS) D E V I A T I O N  = 4 . 6 2
TOTAL NO. OF DATA P O I N T S  IN THE S Y S T E M  = 213
C R I T I C A L  TEMP. OF C O M P O N E N T  (A) = TCI = 3 0 5 . 4 2 9 9 3  DEG K
C R I T I C A L  PRESS OF C O M P O N E N T  (A) = CPI = 4 8 . 2 0 0 0 0  ATM.
C R I T I C A L  ZC OF C O M P O N E N T  (A) = ZCi = 0 . 2 8 5 0 0 0 0 3  
A C E N T R I C  F A C T O R  OF C O M P O N E N T  (A) = 0 . 1 0 5 0 0
C R I T I C A L  TEMP. OF C O M P O N E N T  (B) = TC 2 = 3 0 5 . 4 2 9 9 3  DEG K
C R I T I C A L  PRESS OF C O M P O N E N T  (B ) = CP2  = 4 8 . 2 0 0 0 0  ATM.
C R I T I C A L  ZC OF C O M P O N E N T  (B) = ZC2 = 0 . 2 8 5 0 0 0 0 3  
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SUMMARY ON TABLE 26
THE CALCULATIONS OF COMPRESSIBILITY FACTORS 
FOR THE SYSTEM METHANE (A) - NITROGEN (B)
Using Mixture Rules Suggested By Jof fee &6cZlidUevitchh (49) 'i 
And Equation Developed In Present Work
The Average (ABS) Deviation = 0.85 
The Maximum (ABS) Deviation =4.71
Using Mixture Rules Suggested By Joffe & Zudkevitch (49) 
And Gyorog-Obert Equation
The Average (ABS) Deviation = 1.38
The Maximum (ABS) Deviation = 8.20
Using Standard Redlich-Kwong Method
The Average (ABS) Deviation = 1318
The Maximum (ABS) Deviation = 13.28
Total No. Of Data Points In The System = 24
Critical Temp, of Component (A) = 1CI = 190.70000 Deg K
Critical Press of Component (A) = CPI = 45.79999 Atm
Critical ZC of Component (A) = ACI = 0.28999996
Critical Temp, of Component (B) = TC2 = 126.20000 Deg K
Critical Press of Component (B) = CP2 = 33.50000 Atm
Critical ZC of Component (B) = AC2 = 0.29144996
Interaction Temp. Coef = TC12 = 156.85109 Deg K 
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SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR 0.
System: n-Butane (A) - Carbon dioxide (B) 
Informations used in the calculation:O
Temperature 220 F or 377.6°K TC1 = 425.17°K
Pressure 800 psia PC1 = 37.47 atm.
Mole Frac. (A)- Q.4480 Zĉj = 0.274
(exp.) 0.47349 TC2 = 304.2°K
02 (exp.) 1100317 Pc2 = 72.85 atm.
Z (exp.) 0.6231 Zc2 = 0.274
Tc12 304.00°K ;• Pc12 = 40.00 atm.
(1) Calculate Tc & Pc for Joffe - Zudkevitch Rule:
St =(Tc1/**2.5)/Pc1 = (425.17)2,5/37.47 = 99477.06
S 2 =(Tc2 **2.5)/Pc2 = 22154.85
S3 =(Tc12**2.5)/Pc12 = 40283.09 
11.3469 
4.1757
54 = Tc1/Pc1 =
55 = Tc2 P̂c2
56 = TC12/PC12 = 7*6°
Tc =
Siy2+ S2(l-y)2 +2S3y(l-y) 





Pc = Tc/(S4y2 + S5(l-y)2 + 2S6y(l-y)
e/k =0.756 Tc 
T* = T/(0.756 Tc) = 1.4518 
b0 = 17Tc/Pc = 124.247 cc/mole 
Vc*= 1.322
Calculate constants for fugacity coeff. expression:
RFl = 398580.3 
RF2 = -222.08 
RF3 = 109331.1
RF4 = 7.3086 
RF5 = -265001.9 
RF6 = -124942.7
















(3) Calculate Virial Terms:
Ec* = 0.3057 *Fc *= -0.0754 Gc = -0.04596 (Eq. 128tol30)
399
(4) Evaluate virial coeff. and derivative from Gyorog-Obert 
Tables using polynomials coeff. from Table 32:
B* = -1.2878 C* = 0.7466 D* = -0.01709
Bx = 2.6149 Cx = -1.0762 Dx = 0.2455
('■) B = b0B* = -124.247 • 1.2878 = -160.002 cc/mole
C = b ’*bG= (+124.247)2 e  0.7466 = 11525.78 (cc/mole)2
D = b3H* = (-124.247)3 • 0.01709 =-32777.9 (cc/mole)3
V = 5.68 • 62.437 = 354.642 cc/mole
V* = V/b0 = 2.85433
(5) Calculate Compressibility Factor:
Gyorog & Obsrt method-
Za = 1. + (160.002)/V + 11525.78/V2 + (-32777.9)/V3 = 0.6397
Zb = Za + Ul + U2 + U3 = 0.6326 (present method) (Eq. 48 )
Zc = 0.5873 (Redlich & Kwong method) (Eq. 12)
(6) Calculate Enthalpy Departure;
AHa= -1.2138 • 1.987 • 377.6 = -910.7 btu./mole (Eq. 84)
^Hb= -1.2235 • 1.987 • 377.60 = -917.98 btu./mole (Eq. 84)
Ln(f/P)* = -0.3191 (Gyorog & Obert method) (Eq. 85)
Ln(f/P)b = -0132644 (present method) (Eq. 85)
Calculate Fugacity Coefficients of pure Components:
Gyorog & Obert Method Present method
= 0.49728 0t = 0.49645 (Eq. 103)
02 = 0.98886 02 = 0.99510 Eq. 104)
%Dev in 01 = -5.02 %Dev in 0̂  = -4.85
%Dev in 02 = 1.43 %Dev in 02 = 0.81
7oDev in Z =2.68 7,Dev in Z =1.54
Redlich & Kwong Method: 
%Dev in Z = -5.73
NOTES: a) Gyorog & Obert Method,
b) Present Method. 

































CURVE FITTING FOR DOCTORAL RESEARCH GHANSHYAM PATEL OF NCE 
( PREPARED BY V. MILLER )
FIRST DATA CARD IN 314 FORMAT CONTAINS
NN WHICH IS THE NUMBER OF DATA SETS
J WHICH IS ONE GREATER THAN THE FIRST POWER OF X YOU USE
THUS IT IS USUALLY 1
L WHICH IS THE NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS YOU DESIRE (INCLUDING
THE CONSTANT TERM IF ANY)
THE SECOND DATA CARD IN 3EI4.8 FORMAT INCLUDES 
X WHICH IS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
Y WHICH IS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
W SHICH IS THE WEIGHTING FACTOR (IF SET TO ZERO THE
PROGRAM WILL SET IT TO ONE AUTOMATICALLY)
















( IX, E14.8 )
/ 36HERR0R TWO EQUATIONS ARE IDENTICAL )
30H THE STANDARD DEVIATION EQUALS, E14.8 )




I SET = THE NO. OF DATA SETS TO BE RUN
15 READ 41,IRUN 
IEND=IEND+1
= *14//)
PRINT 42 , I RUN
41 FORMAT ( I4)
42 FORMAT (//20X,'RUN NUMBER
READ 40, NN, J, L
40 FORMAT ( 314 )
LAA = L
LL = L + L - 1
DO 50 K = 1, LL
50 B ( K) = 0.
DO 60 I = 1, L
SD( I ) = 0.







DO 110 I = 1, NN
READ 70, X, Y, W
70 FORMAT I 3 ( F10.0 ) )
IF ( W - 0. ) 90, 80, 90
80 W =1.
90 DC = Y
T = T + W
AMULT = 1. / X ** J * W 
SY = SY + Y * Y * W
AC = Y / X
K = 0
DO 110 JJ = 1, LL
AMULT = AMULT * X 
K = K + 1
B(JJ) = AMULT + B(JJ)
IF ( K - L ) 100, 100, 110
100 AC = AC * X
C(K) = AC * W + C(K)
SD ( K) = DC * W + SD ( K)
DC = DC * X
110 CONTINUE 
K = 0
DO 120 I = 1, L
II = 1 + 1
DO 120 J = 1, I
II = 1 1 - 1
120 A(J, II) = B(I)
II =1
K = 0
M = L + 1
DO 130 J = M, LL
ir = n  + i
LA = L + 1
DO 130 I = II, L
LA = LA - 1
130 A(I, LA) = B(J)
DO 140 I = 1, L
140 A(I, M) = C CI)
M = L
N = L + 1
SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
DO 200 J = 1, M
IF ( A(J, J) ) 150, 230, 150
150 DIV = A{J, J)
DO 170 I = J, N
160 A(J, I) = A(J, I) / DIV 
170 CONTINUE
DO 200 K = 1, M





180 DIV = AIK, J)
DO 190 I = J, N
190 AIK, I) = AIK, I) - AIJ, I) * DIV 
200 CONTINUE
DO 220 I = 1, M
210 PRINT 10, All, N)
220 PUNCH 10, All, N)
GO TO 290
230 L = J
240 L = L + 1
250 IF I L - M ) 260, 260, 280
260 DO 270 I = 1, N
SAVE = AIL, I)
AIL, I) = AIJ, I)
270 AIJ, I) = SAVE







M = L + 1
SY = 0.
DO 300 I = 1, L
SY = SD(I) * All, N)
D = D - ABS I SY )
D = ABS I D )













ST FORTRAN REORDERING AND STATEMENT TRANSLATION. 403
APPENDIX VI
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES CONSTANTS ASSUMED IN THE FIFTH, SIXTH AND 
SEVENTH VIRIAL TFRMS USING ERROR FUNCTION AND DIRECT OPTIMUM 
SEEKING METHOD
DIMENS I ON COEFI6,
1 ZE(50), W( 50)
DO 10 K = 1, 3
DO 10 J = 1, 13
DO 10 I = 1, 5
10 READ 20, C OF F ( I, J, K)
20 FORMAT ( IX, E14 .8 )
R = 8 2.05 6 7
CRK = 1. 5
EXPRK = 2 . 5
BTCSTA = - 1.5 4992 96
CTCSTA .84756953
DTCSTA = - .03978421
CBO = 70.98 693 8
zee = 0 .274 52 5 64
Rl = 1 .987
READ 30, XI
RF AO 3 0, X 2
PR I NT 180, XI, X2
READ 30, YO
READ 3 0, Y 1
30 FORMAT { FI 4.8 )
READ 30, Y 2
READ 30, Y 3
X? = X 2 * XI
PRINT 180, XI, X2
PR INT 140, Yl, Y2 , Y3
NN = 0
PRINT 40
40 FORMAT ( 1H1 )
PRINT 5 0
50 FORMAT ( 3O X , 6HTA3LE( ,
PR I NT 60
60 FORMAT ( IH )
NN = NN + 3
70 ISFT = 0
80 FORMAT I 4 ( IX, F14.8 )
READ 30, TCI
READ 3 0, CPI
READ 30, ZC1
READ 30, TC 2
READ 30, CP2
READ 30, Z C 2
READ 90, L
90 FORMAT ( 14 )
100 I SET = ISET + 1
1 10 FORMAT ( 4 ( 2 X , F14.8 )
1 20 FORMAT { 2 ( IX, E14.8 )
READ 120, T, Y
FNCTI3), V I 501, PAI50),
IH) )
0 404
APOW = 1. / 3. , ^
BPOW = 1. / 2. ■•■■-x- '
A = TCI / ( CPI ** BPOW )
AA = TCI / CPI
AAA = AA ** APOW
B = TC2 / ( CP? BPOW )
BB = TC2 / CP2
BBB = RB ** APOW
130 FORMAT ( 2 ( IX, E14.8 ) )
TA = ( Y * A ) + ( ( 1 , 0 — Y ) * B )
T 3 = {  ( Y * Y ) * AA ) + ( ( 1.0 - Y ) * ( 1.0 - Y ) * BB )
TO = ( ( AAA + BBB ) ** 3 ) * Y * ( 1.0 - Y )
TF = T3 + ( 0.25 * TD )
TC = ( TA * TA ) / TF
BO = 17.0 * TF
CP = TC / TF
Z C = Y * ZC1 + ( 1.0 - Y ) * Z C 2
VC = ( Z C * R * T C ) / C P
TC ENT = r - 273. 1 6
TF FR = ( TCENT * l.R ) + 32.0
ROCSTA = 17.0 / { R * ZC )
BO ■= ( 17.0 * TC ) / CP
VC ST AR = 1. / ROCSTA 
W1 = XI * VC STAR
W2 = X? * VC STAR
140 FORMAT ( 3 ( 2X, F14.8 ) )
150 FORMAT ( F14.8 )
160 FORMAT ( 4H TC=, F14.7, 3HB0=, F14.7, 6 H T S T A R =, F14.7, 3HCP=,
1 F 1 4 . 7 )
170 FORMAT ( 4H VC=, F14.7 )
ARK1 = ( 0.427B * R * R * ( TCI ** ( EXPRK ) ) ) / CPI
ARK.2 = ( 0 . A 27B * R * R * { TC2 ** ( EXPRK ) ) > / CP2
BRK1 = { 0.0 86 7 * R * TCI ) / CPI
BRK2 = ( 0.0867 * R * TC2 ) / CP2
ARK12 = { ARK 1 ** BPOW ) * { ARK? ** BPOW )
BRK12 = ( BRK1 + BRK2 ) / 2.0
ARK = ( Y * Y - ARK1 ) + ( ( 1. - Y ) * { 1. - Y ) * ARK2 ) +
1 ( 2 .  * Y * ( 1 . - Y ) *  ARK1? )
BRK = ( Y * Y * BRK1 ) + ( ( l . - Y ) * ( l . - Y ) *  BRK2 ) +
1 (2. * Y * ( 1 . - Y ) *  BRK 12 )
TSTAR = T / ( 0.766 * TC )
BTC = BO * BTC STA
CTC = ( BO * BO ) * C TC ST A
DTC = ( RQ ** 3 > * 0 TC ST A
FC = ( W1 * W2 ) * ( ZC - 1. - ( BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) - ( CTCSTA
1 * ( ROCSTA ** 2 ) ) - ( DTC S T A * ( ROCSTA ** 3 ) ) ) +
2 ( W1 + W2 ) * ( 1. + ( 2. * BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) + { 3. *
3 CTCSTA * { ROCSTA ** 2 ) ) + ( 4. * DTC ST A * ( ROCSTA **
4 3 ) ) ) - ( 2. + ( 6. * BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) + ( ! ? . *
5 CTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 2 ) ) + { 20. * DTC ST A * ( ROCSTA
6 ** 3 ) ) )
FI = EC / * ( W1 * W2 ) - ( 5. * ( W1 + W2 ) ) + 30. )
E? = El * ( VC 4 )
FC = ( W? * W? ) * ( ( 5. * ZC ) - 4. - ( 3. * BTCSTA * ROCSTA
1 ) - ( 2. * CTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 2 ) > - ( DTCSTA *
2 I ROCSTA ** 3 ) ) ) - W2 * ( ( 30. * ZC ) - 28. - ( 24.
3 * BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) - ( 13. * CTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 2 ) )
4 - ( 10. * D TC ST A * { ROCSTA ** 3 ) 3 ) - ( 20. + ( 30. *
5 BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) + ( 30. * CTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 2 ) ) +
6 I 20. * DTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 3 ) ) )
FI = FC / ( ( W1 - W2 ) * ( ( W1 * W2 ) - ( 5. * ( W1 + W2 ) )
1 + 30. ) )
GC = I W1 * W1 ) * ( ( 5. * ZC ) - 4. - { 3. * BTCSTA * ROCSTA
1 ) -  ( 2. * CTCSTA * { ROCSTA ** 2 ) ) - < DTCSTA *
2 ( ROCSTA ** 3 ) ) ) - W1 * ( ( 30. * ZC ) - 28. - ( 24.
3 * STCSTA * ROCSTA ) - { 18. * CTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 2 ) )
4 - { 10. 6' DTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 3 ) ) } - ( 20. + ( 30. *
5 BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) + { 30. * CTCSTA * { ROCSTA ** 2 ) ) +
6 ( 20. * DTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 3 ) ) )
G 1 = - GC / ( ( W1 - W2 ) * ( ( W1 * W2 ) - ( 5. * ( W1 + W2 )
1 ) + 30. ) )
E = E? * ( EXP { Y1 * VCSTAR * ( ( TC / T ) - 1. ) * ( ( TC /
1 T ) ** YO ) ) )
F2 = FI * ( ( TC / T ) ** Y2 )
G2 = G1 * ( ( TC / T ) ** Y3 )
180 FORMAT ( 2 ( 2X, F14.8 ) )
DEI = ( 15.0 * ZC - 10.0 - ( 6.0 * BTC ) / VC - ( 3.0 * CTC ) /
1 ( VC ** 2 ) )
EE I = ( - 24.0 * ZC + 15.0 + ( 8.0 * BTC ) / VC + ( 3.0 * CTC )
1 / ( VC ** 2 ) )
FE1 = ( 10.0 * ZC - 6.0 - ( 3.0 * BTC ) / V C -  CTC / ( VC ** 2
1 ) )
DE2 = DEI * ( VC ** 3 )
EE2 = Eri * ( VC ** 4 )
F E 2 = FE1 * ( VC ** 5 )
DE = 0E2 * ( ( TC / T ) ** 3 )
EE = EE2 * ( ( TC / T ) ** 3 I
FE = F F 2 * ( ( TC / T 1 ** 3 )
IF ( TSTAR - 1.30 ) 190, 190, 200
190 J = 1
GO TO 4 50
200 IF ( TSTAR - 1.45 ) 210, 210, 2?0
210 J = 2
GO TO 460
220 IF ( TSTAR - 1.60 ) 230, 230, 240
2 30 J = 3
GO TO A50
2 40 IF ( TSTAR - 1.75 ) 250, 2 50, 350
2 50 J = 4
GO TO 4 50
260 IF ( TSTAR - I.oo ) ?70, 270, 230
2 70 J = 5
GO TO 4 50
2 30 IF ( TSTAR - 2.00 ) 290, 290, 300
2 90 J = 6
GO TO 460
300 IF ( TSTAR - 2.30 ) 310, 310, 3?0
310 J = 7
GO TO 4 50
320 IF I TSTAR - 2.60 ) 330, 330, 340
3 30 J = 8
GO TO 450
340 IF { TSTAR - 2.90 ) 350, 350, 360
350 J = 9
GO TO 450
360 IF { TSTAR - 3.20 ) 370, 370, 330
370 J = 1 0
GO TO 450
380 IF ( TSTAR - 3.60 ) 390, 390, 400
390 J = 1 1
GO TO 4 50
400 IF ( TSTAR - 4.00 ) 410, 410, 420
406
410 J = 1 2
GO TO 450
420 IF ( TSTAR - 6.50 ) 430, 430, 440
430 J = 13
GO TO 450
440 PRINT 150, TSTAR
CALL EXIT
450 00 460 K = 1, 3
FNCT(K) = 0 
DO 460 I = 1, 5
460 FNCT(K) = FNCTIK) + COEFII, J , K ) * ( TSTAR ** ( I - 1 ) )
BT = F NIC T ( 1)
CT = F NC T (2)
DT = FNCTI3)
BS = BO * 8T
CS = BO * BO * CT
OS = ( BO ** 3 I * OT
PRINT 160, TC, BO, TSTAR, CP
PRINT 30, ZC
PRINT 130, Wl, W2
PR r NT 150, ROCSTA
PRINT 140, EC, FC, GC
PRINT 140, El, FI, G 1
PRINT 140, E2, F2, G2
IF I ISET - 2 ) 560, 470, -+70
470 IF ( NN - 30 ) 490, 490, 4B0




490 NQ = 1
PRINT 60
500 PRINT 510, T
PRINT 520, Y
PRINT 510, VC
510 FORMAT ( 7X, 12HTEMPFRAT URE=, IX, F7.3 )
520 FORMAT < 7X, 14HM0LF FRACTI0N=» IX, F6.4 )
530 FORMAT ( 7X, 16HCRITIC A L VOLUME = , IX, F7.3 )
PRINT 50
NN = NN + 5
IF ( NO ) 540, 540, 570
5 40 PRINT 5 50
550 FORMAT ( IH , 7X, 8H PR E S SURE, ?X, 6HVOLUME, 4X, 6HVQLUME, 4X,
1 6HZIEXP), 4X, 4 H Z (P ) , 5X , 6H0EV(P), 2X, 4HZ(0), 5X,
2 6 HDE V (0), 3 X, 4HZIE), 5X, 6H0EVIE), 3X, 4HZIR) , 5X,
3 6 H 0 E V ( R ) )
PRINT 60
NN = NN + 3
GO TO 570






NN = NN + 7
5 70 READ 90, M
DO 670 J = 1, M
READ 130, PA(J ), W(J)
V I J ) = W ( J )
Z E ( J ) = ( PA(J) * V(J) > / I R - T ) vft
407
ZU = 1.0 + BS / V (J ) + ( CS / ( VIJ) ** 2 ) ) + DS / I VIJ) **
1 3 )
Z 1 = Z U
DEV7 = I I Z1 - ZE{J ) ) / ZE(J) ) * 100.0
X7 = DEV7
ZEU = 1.0 + BS / V(J) + CS / I V( J) ** 2 )
ZEV = DE / ( V(J) «  3 ) t- EE / I N/ (J ) ** 4 ) + EE / ( VIJ) **
1 5 )
Z01 = ZEU + ZEV
Z 5 = Z 01
DEV5 = ( I Z5 - Z E {J ) > / Z E U )  ) * 100.0
X 5 = QEV5
PRKl = ( R * T ) / ( V (J ) - BRK )
PRK2 = ARK / I ( T ** 0.5 ) * V(J ) * ( VIJ) + BRK ) )
PR K = PRKl - PRK2
ZERK = PRK * V (J ) / I R * T )
DEVS = ( ( ZERK - Z E U )  ) / ZEU) ) * 100.0
X8 = QEVR
DEVRK = X 8
Ul = E / I VIJ) ** 4 )
VSTAR = V(J) / BO
VR = V (J ) / VC
XVI = XI * ( VCSTAR - VSTAR )
XY2 = X2 * I VCSTAR - VSTAR )
EXY1 = ABS ( XY1 )
FXY2 = ABS ( X Y 2 )
IF ( EXY1 - 150.0 ) 590, 590, 580
5 80 U2 = 0.0
5 90 U2 = F2 * VR * ( EXP ( XY1 ) )
IF ( EXY2 - 100.0 ) 610, 610, 600
600 U3 = 0.0
610 U3 = G2 * VR { FXP ( XY2 ) )
12 = Z1 + "1
Z 3 = 12 + U2
Z 4 = 7 3 + U 3
DFV4 = ( ( Z 4 - 7 F (J ) ) / ZF(J) ) * 100.0
X4 = DEV4
VIJ) = VIJ) / 1000.
NN = NN + I
6 20 IF I NN - 39 ) 6 50, 650, 6 30





NN = NN + 3
GO TO 620
650 PRINT 660, PAIJ), WtJ), VIJ), Z E U), Z4, X4, Zl, X7, Z 5, X5 ,
1 ZFRK, DEVRK
660 FORMAT I 7X, F8.2, 2X, F8.5, 2X, F8.5, 3X, F6.4, 3X, F6.4, 2X,
1 F7.2, 3 X , F6.4, 2X, F7.2, 3X, F6.4, 2X, F7.2, 3X, F6.4,
2 2 X , F7.2 )
670 CONTINUE



















































THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES Z-FACTOR FOR GASES AND GAS MIXTURES 
BY FOUR DIFFERENT EQUATIONS,
(1) GENERALIZED VIRIAL EQUATION DEVELOPED IN THIS WORK
12) GYOROG AND OBERT EQUATION
(3) STANDARD REDLICH AND KWONG EQUATION
(4) GENERALIZED BWR EQUATION
THE LENNARD-JONES FORCE CONSTANTS ARE ESTIMATED FROM CRITICAL 
PROPERTIES
THE VIRIAL COEFF. COMPUTED FROM THE GYOROG AND OBFRT TABLES 
WHICH ARE FITTED TO POLYNOMIALS
AFTER READING THE COEFF. FOR POLYNOMIALS AND CRITICAL CONST.
OF PURE COMPONENTS INCLUDING INTERACTION COEFF. OF THE SYSTEM
THE PROGRAM READS, L WHICH NO. OF TEMPERATURE SETSIN SYSTEM
THFN IT READS T AND Y WHERE T IS IN DEG. K AND Y IN MOLEFRAC.
THEN READS M WHICH IS NO. OF DATA POINT IN EACH SET
THEN READS P(J) AND VIJ) WHERE PRESS. IS IN PSIA AND V CUFT/MOLE
DIMENSION C0EFI6, 13, 6), FNCT(6), V(50), PAI50),
1 ZE(50), W(50), FUGEX1(50), FUGEX2(50),
2 HEXPI50)
THIS PART READS COEFF. OF POLYNOMIALS FOR WHICH
K REPRESENTS NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS B*, C*, AND D*
J REPRESENTS NUMBER OF POLYNOMIALS IN EACH FUNCTION
I REPRESENTS NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS IN EACH POLYNOMIAL
DO 10 K = 1, 6
DO 10 J = 1, 13
DO 10 I = 1, 5
10 READ 20, COEFII, J, K)
20 FORMAT ( IX, E14.8 )
30 FORMAT ( 4 ( IX, E14.8 ) )
40 FORMAT { 2 { IX, E14.8 ) )
AN IV G LEVEL 1, MOO 3 MAIN
409






















































( 4H TC=, F14.7, 3HB0=, F14.7, 6HTSTAR=, F14.7, 3HCP=,
F14.7 )
( 4H VC=» F14.7 )
( 14 )
i 35X, 17H SUMMARY ON TABLE, 14 )
( 1 2X ,
8IH THE CALCULATIONS OF COMPRESSIBILITY FACTORS FOR THE 
(A) - (B) )
( 20X,
58H USING MIXTURE RULES SUGGESTED BY JOFFE 8 ZUDKEVITCH
20X, 39H AND EQUATION DEVELOPED IN PRESENT WORK )
25X, 30H THE AVERAGE (ABS) DEVIATION =, F6.2 )
25X, 30H THE MAXIMUM (ABS) DEVIATION = , F6.2 )
20X, 26H AND GYOROG-QBERT EQUATION )
4 ( 2X, E14.8 ) )
2 ( IX, E14.8 ) )
2OX, 36H USING STANDARD REDLICH-KWONG METHOD )
TOTAL NO. OF DATA POINTS IN THE SYSTEM =, IX41H2 OX,
14 )
( 15X, 40H 
FiO.5, 6H 
( 15X, 40H 
F10.5, 5H 
( 15X, 38H 
3H )
( 15X, 40H 
F10.5, 6H 
















TEMP. OF COMPONENT (A) = TCI «-t
PRESS OF COMPONENT (A) = CPI =,
ZC OF COMPONENT (A) = ZC1 = , F10.8,
TEMP. Or COMPONENT (B) = TC2 =,
PRESS OF COMPONENT (B) = CP2 = ,
ZC OF COMPONENT (B) = ZC2 = , F10.8,
INTERACTION TEMP. COFF = TC12 = , F10.5, 
INTERACTION PRESS COEF = CP12 =, F10.5,15X, 32H 
5H ATM. )
F14.8 )
2 ( 2 X, E14.8 ) )
3 ( 2X* E14.8 ) )
F14.8 )
43X, 5HTABLE, IX, T3 )
8X, 13HTEMPERATURE = , 3X, F7.2, 2X, 1HF )
8 X, 13HTEMPERATURE = , 2X, F7.2, 2X, 1HF, 10X, 
51HTHE COMPUTATIONS OF COMPRESSIBILITY FACTORS 
8X, 19HMOLE-F RAC(COMP-A) = , IX, F6.4 )
8X, 19HM0LE-FRAC(C0MP-A) = , IX, F6.4, 9X, 
33HSYSTEM (A) - (B), IX,
17H USING THE METHOD )
8X, 11HPSEUD0—VC =, IX, F6.3, IX, 9HCUFT/M0LE 
8X, 11HPSEUD0—VC =, IX, F6.3, IX, 9HCUFT/MDLE, 
38HSUGGESTED BY JOFFE 8 ZUDKEVITCH (49). )
IH )
40X, 5HTABLE, IX, 13, IX, 7H(C0NTD) )
FOR THE )
7X ,
AN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 3 MAIN
410
DATE = 69140 23/49/14
400 FORMAT ( IH , IX, 8HPRESSURE, 2X, 6HV0LUME, 3X, 6HZ(EXP)„ 4X»
1 4HZ(P), 4X, 6HDEV(P) » 3X, 4HZI0J, 4X, 6HDEV(0), 3X,
2 4HZ(R), 3X, 6HDEV(R? )
401 FORMAT ( IX,5HPRESS,2X,5HTEMP.,3X,3HM F,3X,4HPHI1,3X,4HPHI2,3X, 
14HPHI1»3X* 4HPHI 2,3X,4HPH11,3 X,4HPH12)
402 FORMAT ( IX, 4HPSIA, 3X, 2H F)
403 FORMAT ( IX, F8.1, 2X, F8.4, 2X, F6.4, 3X, F6.4, 2X, F6.2, 3X,
1 F6.4, 2X, F6.2, 3X, F6.4, 2X, F6.2 )
! 410 FORMAT ( IH , 3X, 4HPSIA, 3X, 9HCUFT/MOLE )
i 420 FORMAT ( IX, F8.1, 2X, F8.4, 2X, F6.4, 3X, F6.4, 2X, F6.2, 3X,
1 F6.4, 2X, F6.2, 3X, F6.4, 2X, F6.2 )
I 430 FORMAT ( 1H1 )
1010 FORMAT {IH+,77X,4F8.1,3F6.1)
I 1020 FORMAT (/20X,6F12.5,2X,4F8.2/)
I 1040 FORMAT ( 5F10.0 )
R = 82.0567
APOW 1. / 3.
BPOW = 1. / 2.
CRK = 1.5
EXPRK = 2.5
BTCSTA = - 1.5499296
CTCSTA = .84756953








PRINT 280, XI, X2
X2 = X2 * XI
PRINT 280, XI, X2
PRINT 290 , Yl, Y2














C THIS PART READS CRITICAL CONSTANTS OF PURE COMPONENTS AND
C INTERACTION COEFFICIENTS TC12 AND PC12 OF THE SYSTEM
C
READ 70, KTC 
READ 70, KODE
411











READ 300 , AM2
TCM = TCM / 1.8
CPM = CPM / 14.
SI = ( TCI **
S2 — ( TC2 **
S4 = TCI / CPI




C JOFFE AND ZUDKEVITCH MIXING RULES (49) FOR TC12 AND PC12
C
Sll =(TCM**2.5)/CPM 
SI 2 = TCM/CPM
SKK1 = (Sll - X*X*S1 -<1.-X)*(1.-X)*S2 )/(2. * X * ( 1 • —X)) 
SKK2 = (S12 - X*X*S4 - (1.-X)*(I.-X)*S5)/(2. * X * (1-—X)> 
TC12=(SKKl/SKK2)**(2./3.)
CP 12 = TC12/SKK2
IF ( KTC .GT. 1 ) TC12 = TCM * 1.8
IF ( KTC .GT. 1 ) CP 12 = CPM * 14.696
S3 = ( TC12 ** 2.5 ) / CP12
56 = TC12 / CP12
57 = TCI / ( CPI ** ( 1. / 2. ) )
58 = TC2 / ( CP2 ** ( 1. / 2. ) )
READ 70, L
450 I SET = I SET + 1 
READ 1060, T, Y
1060 FORMAT ( 2F10.0 )
T = (T-32.)/1.8 + 273.16
C
C
C JOFFE AND ZUDKEVITCH MIXING RULES (49)
C
SKM1 = (Y*Y*S1> + <2.*Y*(1. -Y)*S3) +
SKM2 = (Y*Y*S4) + (2.*Y*(1.-Y)*S6) +
TC = (SKMl/SKM2)**(2./3.)
CP = TC/SKM2
AMAVE = Y * AMI + (l.-Y) * A M2
ZC = Y * ZC1 + ( loO - Y ) * ZC2
VC = I ZC * R * TC ) / CP
TCENT = T - 273.16
TFER = ( TCENT * 1.8 ) + 32.0
ROCSTA = 17.0 / ( R * ZC )
BO = ( 17.0 * TC ) /CP
VCSTAR = 1. / ROCSTA
23/49/14
tAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 3 MAIN DATE = 69140 41223/49/14
W1 = XI * VCSTAR
W2 = X2 * VCSTAR
CRVOL = VC / 62.437
FIT = - I-VI * (.I TC / T ) VI ) I
F2T = - ( Y2 4 ( ( TC / T ) «  Y2 I I
F3T = - ( Y3 * ( ( .TC / .t I .« Y3 1 1
FTT1 = I TC / T ) «  VI
FTT2 = ( TC / T ) ** Y2
FTT3 = ( TC / T ) ** Y3
RF1 = ( 4. / 3. ) * ( ( SI « S6 ) - ( S3 « S4 I )
RF2 = ( 4. / 3. ) * ( ( S3 * S5 ) - f S2 * S6 ) )
RF3 = { 2. / 3. ) * ( ( SI * S5 ) - ( S2 * S4 ) )
RF4 =( ( S4 * Y * Y ) + ( S5 * ( 1. - Y 1 * I 1. - Y I J ♦
1 ( 2. * S6 * Y * ( 1. - Y ) ) )
RF 5 = - ( 2. * ( SI + S2 - I 2. * S3 ) ) * ( S4 + S5 - ( 2. *
1 S 6 J 1 >
RF6 = ( 2. / 3. ) * ( ( SL * ( S5 - S6 ) ) + ( S2 * ( ( 8. * S4
1 I + ( 9. * S5 ) - ( 17. * S6 ) ) ) - ( ( 2. * S3 ) * (
2 { 4. * S4 ) + ( 5. * S5 ) - ( 9. * S6 ) ) > )
RF7 = ( 2. / 3. ) * ( ( 2. * SI * S5 ) - < S2 * ( ( 5. * S4 ) +
1 ( 9. * S5 ) - ( 16. * S6 ) ) ) + ( ( 2. * S3 ) * ( S5 -
2 ( 3. * S6 ) ) } )
RF8 = ( 2. / 3. ) * ( { 3. * S5 * S2 ) - C 5. * S2 * S6 ) +
1 ( 2. * S3 * S5 I )
C
C THIS PART ESTIMATES REDLICH-KWONG CONSTANTS IN MIXTURE
C
ARK1 = ( 0.4278 * R * R * ( TCI ** ( EXPRK ) I » /CPI» ARK2 - ( 0.4278 * R * R * ( TC2 ** ( EXPRK ) ) ) / CP2
1 BRK1 = ( 0.0867 * R * TCI ) / CPI
t BRK2 = ( 0.0867 * R * TC2 ) / CP 2
> ARK12 = ( ARK 1 ** BPOW ) * ( ARK2 ** BPOW I
> BRK12 = < BRK1 + BRK2 ) / 2.0
ARK = ( Y 4 Y * ARK 1 ) + ( ( 1. - Y ) * ( 1 . - Y ) *
1 { 2. * Y * ( 1. - Y ) * ARK12 )
1 BRK = ( Y * Y * BRK1 ) + ( ( 1. - Y ) * ( 1 . - Y I *
1 ( 2. * Y * ( 1. - Y ) * BRK12 )
) TSTAR = T / ( 0.756 * TC )
) BTC = BO * BTCSTA
CTC = ( BO * BO ) 4 CTCSTA* DTC = ( RO ** 3 j * DTCSTA
ARK2 ) + 
BRK2 J +
C
C THIS PART COMPUTES FIFTH, SIXTH, AND SEVENTH VIRIAL TERMS
C INDEPENDANT OF TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY
C
EC = { W1 * W2 ) * ( ZC - 1. - f BTCSTA * ROCSTA J - ( CTCSTA
1 * ( ROCSTA ** 2 ) ) - ( DTCSTA 4 ( ROCSTA ** 3 ) ) ) +
2 ( W1 + W2 ) * ( 1. + ( 2. * BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) + ( 3. *
3 CTCSTA * I ROCSTA 2 > ) + ( 4. * DTCSTA * ( ROCSTA **
4 3 ) ) ) - ( 2. + ( 6. * BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) + ( 12. *
5 CTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 2 ) ) + ( 20. * DTCSTA * { ROCSTA
6 ** 3 ) ) )
El = EC / ( ( W1 * W2 I - ( 5. * ( W1 + W2 > ) + 30. )
kN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 3 MAIN DATE = 69140
413
23/49/14
ECSTA = El / ( ROCSTA ** 4 )
FC = ( W2 * W2 ) * ( ( 5. * ZC ) - 4. - ( :
1 ) - ( 2. * CTCSTA * ( ROCSTA * * 2 ) 1
2 « ROCSTA ** 3 ) ) ) - W2 * ( ( 30, *
3 * BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) - C 18, * CTCSTA
4 - I 10. * DTCSTA * ( ROCSTA * * 3 1 )
5 BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) + ( 30. * CTCSTA *
6 ( 20. * DTCSTA * C ROCSTA ** 3 ) I )
FI = FC / ( I HI - W2 ) * ( C HI * W2 I - I
1 + 30. ) )
GC = ( HI * Ml ) * ( ( 5. * ZC ) - 4. - C 2
1 ) - ( 2. * CTCSTA * ( ROCSTA * * 2 ) 1
2 ( ROCSTA ** 3 ) ) ) - HI * ( ( 30. *
3 * BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) - ( 18. * CTCSTA
4 - I 10. * DTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 3 ) )
5  BTCSTA * ROCSTA ) + { 30. * CTCSTA *
6 ( 20. * DTCSTA * ( ROCSTA ** 3 ) ) )
G1 = - GC / ( { W1 - W2 ) * ( ( W1 * W2 ) -
1 ) + 30. 1 )
E2 = El * ( VC ** 4 )
E = E2 * ( ( TC / T ) ** Y1 )
F2 = FI * ( ( TC / T ) ** Y2 )




C THIS PART LOCATES THE COEFF. FOR POLYNOMIALS
C
IF ( TSTAR - 1.30 ) 460, 460, 470
460 J = 1
GO TO 720
470 IF ( TSTAR - 1.45 ) 480, 480, 490
480 J = 2
GO TO 72 0
490 IF ( TSTAR - 1.60 ) 500, 500, 510
500 J = 3
GO TO 720
510 IF ( TSTAR - 1.75 ) 520, 520, 530
520 J = 4
GO TO 720
530 IF ( TSTAR - 1.90 ) 540, 540, 550
540 J = 5
GO TO 720
550 IF ( TSTAR - 2.00 ) 560, 560, 570
560 J = 6
GO TO 720
570 IF ( TSTAR - 2.30 ) 580, 580, 590
580 J = 7
GO TO 720
590 IF ( TSTAR - 2.60 ) 600, 600, 610
600 J = 8
GO TO 720
610 IF ( TSTAR - 2.90 ) 620, 620, 630
i. * BTCSTA * ROCSTA
- ( DTCSTA *
ZC ) - 28. - I 24.
* C ROCSTA ** 2 J ) 
) - ( 20. + ( 30. * 
( ROCSTA **2 1 ) +
5. * I HI + W2 ) )
I. * BTCSTA * ROCSTA
- C DTCSTA *
ZC ) - 28. - ( 24.
* C ROCSTA ** 2 ) ) 
) - C 20. + ( 30. * 
( ROCSTA ** 2 ) ) +
* ( 5. * ( Ml + W2 )
AN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 3 MAIN DATE
620 J = 9
GO TO 720
630 IF { TSTAR - 3,20 ) 640, 640, 650
640 J ss 10
GO TO 720
650 IF ( TSTAR - 3.60 ) 660, 660, 670
660 J s 11
GO TO 720
670 IF ( TSTAR - 4.00 ) 680, 680, 690
680 J = 12
GO TO 720
690 IF ( TSTAR - 6.50 ) 700, 700, 710
700 J = 13
GO TO 720








THIS PART COMPUTES VIRIAL COEFF USING THE POLYNOMIALS
J, K) * ( TSTAR ** I I - 1 ) )
DO 730 K = 1, 6
FNCT(K) = 0
DO 730 I = It 5





CT 1 = FNCT(5)
DTI FNCT( 6)
BS = BO * BT
CS = BO * BO * CT




BISTAR = TSTAR * BT1
C1STAR = TSTAR * CT1
D1STAR = TSTAR * DTI
PRINT 5001, S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,TSTAR,Y,B0,VCSTAR,F1T,F2T,F3T,FTTI, 
IFTT2,FTT3,RF1,RF2,RF3,RF4,RF5,RF6,RF7,RF8 
5001 FORMAT (E14.8)
PRINT 5001 , EC,FC,GC,ECSTA,FCSTAR,GCSTAR,BT,CT,DT,BT1,CT1,0T1,BS, 
1CS,OS,B1STAR,Cl STAR,D1STAR
2 ) 790, 740, 740 
740 IF ( NN - 29 ) 760, 760, 750
750
760























NN = NN + 5













NN tr NN + 7
THTS PORTION CALCULATES Z-FACTOR BY ALL THREE METHODS
READ 70, M
DO 970 J = 1, M
READ 1040, PAIJ) , W(J), HEXPIJ), FUGEX1IJ), FUGEX2IJ)
PAI J) = PAIJ) / 14.696
VIJ) = W(J» * 62.437
IF ( KTC .EQ. 1 ) VCJ) = I WIJ) * R * T ) /PA IJ)
MIJ) = V< J)/62.437
ZE (J I = ( PAIJ) * VIJ) 1 / < R 4 T )
HEXP (J) = AMAVE * HEXP (J>
ZU = 1.0 + BS / VCJ) + I CS / I VIJ) 4* 2 ) ) + DS
3 )
Z1 = ZU
DEV7 = I I Z1 - ZE(J) ) / ZEIJ) ) 4 100.0
X7 = DEV7
PRK1 = I R * T ) / I VIJ) - BRK J
PRK2 = ARK / ( I T 44 0.5 ) * VIJ) * I VIJ) + BRK ) )
PRK = PRK1 - PRK2
ZERK PRK 4 VIJ) / I R * T )
DEVS = ( ( ZERK - ZEIJ) ) / ZEIJ) ) * 100.0
X8 = DEV8
DEVRK = X8
U1 = E / I VIJ) ** 4 )
VSTAR = VI J) / BO
VR = VI J) / VC
HI = I ECSTA / I VSTAR ** 4 ) ) * 0.25
XY1 = XI * I VCSTAR - VSTAR I
XY2 = X2 * I VCSTAR - VSTAR )
EXY1 = ABS I XY1 )
EXY2 = ABS I XY2 )




LEVEL 1, MOD 3 MAIN DATE = 69140 41623/49/14
810 U2 = 0,0
H2 = 0.0
GO TO 830
820 U2 = F2 * VR * ( EXP ( XY1 ) )
H2 = ( FCSTAR/ ( XI * VCSTAR ) ) * I EXP ( XY1 ) )
830 IF ( EXY2 - 150.0 ) 850, 850, 840
840 U3 =0.0
H3 = 0.0 
GO TO 860
850 U3 = G2 * VR * ( EXP I XY2 ) )
H3 = ( GCSTAR / ( X2 * VCSTAR ) ) $ I EXP ( XY2 ) J
860 CONTINUE
HT1 = HI * FIT
HT2 = H2 * F2T
HT3 = H3 * F3T
Fill = HI * FTT1
FU2 = H2 * FTT2
FU3 = H3 * FTT3
12 = Z1 + U1
13 = Z2 + U2
Z4 = Z3 + U3
DELHRK = ZERK-l. + (3.*ARK/(2.*(T**l.5)*BRK*RM*ALOGmJ)/(V(J) + 
1BRK))
FUGO = IZ1 - 1. ) - ALOGl Z1 ) + I I BT / VSTAR ) + I CT /
1 I VSTAR ** 2 ) ) * 0.5 + ( DT / ( VSTAR ** 3 ) 1 * .( 1.
2 / 3. ) )
DELHO = Z1 - 1. - ( C BISTAR / VSTAR ) + I C1STAR / ( VSTAR ** 2
1 ) # 0.5 ) + ( DISTAR / { VSTAR ** 3 ) I * ( 1. / 3• ) )
DELTC = ( ( Y * Y * RF1 ) + I I I. - Y ) * f 1. - Y ) * RF2 ) +
1 ( 2. * Y * ( 1. - Y ) * RF3 ) ) / ( RF4 * RF4 )
DELPC = I I Y ** 3 ) # RF5 + I Y 2 ) * RF6 + Y * RF7 + RF8 ) / 
1 ( RF4 ** ( 3.5 ) )
FUG01 = FUGO + ( ( ( 1. - Y ) * DELHO ) / ( TC ** CRK ) ) * DELTC
1 + ( ( ( 1. - Y I * ( 1. - Z1 ) ) / ( CP CRK ) )
2 * DELPC
FUG02 = FUGO - ( Y / ( TC ** CRK ) ) * DELHO * DELTC + ( C Y *
1 I Z1 - 1. ) ) / I CP ** CRK ) ) * DELPC
FUGOP = ( Z4 - 1. ) - ALOGI Z4 ) + I I BT / VSTAR ) + I CT /
1 ( VSTAR 2 ) ) * 0.5 + ( DT / ( VSTAR ** 3 ) ) * ( 1.
2 / 3. ) I
DELHOP = Z4 - 1. - ( ( BISTAR / VSTAR ) + ( C1STAR / I VSTAR ** 2
1 ) * 0.5 ) + ( D1STAR / ( VSTAR ** 3 ) ) * I I. / 3. ) )
FUGP = FUGOP + ( FU1 + FU2 + FU3 >
DELHP = DELHOP - ( HT1 + HT2 + HT3 )
FUGP1 = FUGP + ( I I. - Y I / ( TC «  CRK I ) * DELHP * DELTC + C
1 I I 1. - Y ) * I 1. - Z4 ) ) / ! CP ** CRK ) ) * DELPC
FUGP2 = FUGP - I Y / I TC ** CRK ) ) * DELHP * DELTC + ( C Y *
1 I Z4 - I. ) ) / I CP ** CRK ) ) * DELPC
DEV4 = ( I Z4 - ZEIJ) ) / ZEIJ) ) * 100.0
X4 = DEV4
VIJ) = VIJ) / 1000.
PAIJ) = PAIJ) * 14.696
FUGEX11J) = IFUGEX11J)/1 Y * PAIJ)))
















IF ( FUGEXl(J) .EQ. 0 ) 
FUGEX2(J) .EO. 0 )
= EXP ( FUG01 )
= EXP C FUG02 )
= EXP ( FUGP1 )
= EXP I FUGP2 )
CCFUGEX1CJl - FUG01 
CCFUGEX2CJ» - FUG02 



































































= Rl^T^DELHP #1.8 
= Rl$T*DELHRK=n.8 
((HEXPC J) - ENTHA1 
CCHEXPCJ) - ENTHA2 






































= MTOT + 1 
= NN + 1










= NN + 3 
930
420, PACJ), WCJ), ZECJ) 
KODE .EQ. 3) GO TO 965 
1010, HEXPCJ), ENTHA1,
KODE .EQ. 2) GO TO 970 
1020, FUGEX1C J), FUGEX2CJ), 
DEF2, DEF3, DEF4











980 IF ( I SET - L )
990 ADEV1 = ADEV1 / MTOT
ADEV2 = ADEV2 / MTOT













































cp DEFINITION OF VARIABLES IN COMPUTER PROGRAML
c ADEV - TOTAL DEVIATION
c AMAV - AVERAGE MOLECULAR WT.
c AMI 1 ) - MOLECULAR WT. OF COMP. I
c BTCSTA - B* AT CRITICAL TEMP
c BISTAR - REDUCED DERIVATIVE OF SECOND VIRIAL TERM
c BO - LENNARD JONNES FOURCE CONSTANT
c BS - SECOND VIRIAL COEFF„
c CISTAR - REDUCED DERIVATIVE OF THIRD VIRIAL TERM
c COEF - COEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIALS FOR GYOROG-OBERT TABLES
c CP12 - INTERACTION PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
c C PM - MIXTURE PC
c CPI 1) - CRITICAL PRESSURE OF COMP. I
c CS - THIRD VIRIAL COEFF.
c CTCSTA - C* AT CRITICAL TEMP
c DEV - DEVIATION
c DELHO - ENTHALPY DEPARTURE FOR G-0 EQ.
c DELHOP - ENTHALPY DEPARTURE FOR PRESENT EQ.
c DELHRK - ENTHALPY DEPARTURE FOR R-K EQ.
c DISTAR - REDUCED DERIVATIVE OF FOURTH VIRIAL TERM
c DMA X - MAXIMUM DEVIATION
c DS - FOURTH VIRIAL COEFF.
c DTCSTA - D* AT CRITICAL TEMP
c ECSTA - EXPRESSION FOR FOURTH VIRIAL COEFF. TERM.
c ENTHA1 - CALCULATED ENTHALPY FOR G-0 EQ.
c ENTHA 2 - CALCULATED ENTHALPY FOR PRESENT EQ.
c ENTHA3 - CALCULATED ENTHALPY FOR R-K EQ.
c FCSTAR - EXPRESSION FOR FIFTH VIRIAL TERM.
c FNCT - VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS IN ARRAY
c FUGEX1 - FUGACITY COEFFICIENT FOR COMPONENT 1 - EXPERIMENTAL
c FUGEX2 - FUGACITY COEFFICIENT FOR COMPONENT 2 - EXPERIMENTAL
c FUGO - FUGACITY FROM G-0 EQ.
c FUGOl - FUGACITY COEFF. FOR COMP. 1 FROM G-0 EQ.
c FUG02 - FUGACITY COEFF. FOR COMP. 2 FROM G-0 EQ.
c FUGP - FUGACITY FROM PRESENT EQ.
c FUG PI - FUGACITY COEFF. FOR COMP. 1 FROM PRESENT WORK
c FUGP2 - FUGACITY COEFF. FOR COMP. 2 FROM PRESENT WORK
c GCSTAR - EXPRESSION FOR SIXTH VIRIAL TERM.
c HEXP - ENTHALPY-EXPERI MENTAL
c MP - TABLE NUMBER
c MTOT - TOTAL POINTS
c OMEGA - ACENTRIC FACTOR
c PA - PRESSURE
c ROCSTAR - RHO*
c T - TEMPERATURE
c TC - CRITICAL TEMP.
c TCI 1) - CRITICAL TEMPERATURE OF COMP. I













TCM - MIXTURE TC
TSTAR - REOUCED TEMPERATURE
V - VOLUME
VCSTAR - VC*
W - DUMMY VARIABLE FOR VOLUME 
Y - MOLE-FRACTION
ZB - CALCULATED Z FOR BWR (GENERALIZED) EQ.
ZC - CRITICAL Z
ZE - EXP. COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR
ZERK - CALCULATED Z FOR REDLICH-KWONG EQ.
ZU - CALCULATED Z FOR GYOROG-OBERT EQ.
